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S.T.E.M. Book List 
 
Abbott, E. A. (2004). Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions. Barnes & 
Noble. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
This book contrasts the 3-dimensional world we live in with the 2-dimensional 
world we perceive. The author clarifies this dimensional discrepancy by 
having readers imagine living in a 2-dimensional Flatland where they can 
perceive fiction, written and set in Victorian times, when women were 
not considered equal to men.  There were also distinct social "classes" within the 
population in Victorian England. The Introduction and Preface to the book discuss 

the discriminatory attitudes and assumptions of people in that time period.  ORC believes that teachers can 
take advantage of this classic story to promote a good discussion of the influence of social attitudes on 
academic performance and career opportunities.  
 
Abdul-Jabbar, K. (2012). What Color is My World?: The Lost History African- 

American Inventors. Candlewick.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Did you know that James West invented the microphone in your cell phone? That Fred 
Jones invented the refrigerated truck that makes supermarkets possible? Or that Dr. Percy Julian 
synthesized cortisone from soy, easing untold people's pain? These are just some of the black inventors and 
innovators scoring big points in this dynamic look at several unsung heroes who shared a desire to improve 
people's lives. Offering profiles with fast facts on flaps and framed by a funny contemporary story featuring 
two feisty twins, here is a nod to the minds behind the gamma electric cell and the ice-cream scoop, 
improvements to traffic lights, open-heart surgery, and more - inventors whose ingenuity and perseverance 
against great odds made our world safer, better, and brighter. 

 
Anno, M. (1992). Anno’s Counting Book Big Book. Putnam Juvenile.  
Level: Preschool + 
Subject: Math 
First there is an empty field. Then it is January, the first month of the year. All alone 
in the snow stands 1 yellow house. In front, 1 child builds a snowman. Behind the 
house is 1 tree and 1 black cow. Now, five months later, it is June. There are 6 
buildings in the field, 6 children playing, and 6 adults working. One adult tends 6 
ducks. Another drives a train with 6 cars. From 1 to 12, through the months of the 

year, the town grows. More houses and trees and animals and people can be seen until December arrives 
with all it's magic. 
 
 Anno, M. (1987). Anno’s Math Games. Philomel Books. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
This intriguing book includes a variety of story-like problems that engage children 
in trying to find the answers. Anno's delightful illustrations support children's 
thinking. Topics include a wide range of mathematical concepts, such as comparing 
and classifying, sets, oneness, combinations, mixtures, operations, sequence, 
position, ordinal numbers, measurement, graphs, ratio, proportion, and 
perspective. The book is divided into four stand-alone chapters: What is Different; Putting Together and 
Taking Apart; Numbers in Order; and Who's the Tallest.  The wide range of concepts appeals to students in 
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early childhood through middle school.  Anno, as in all of his books, devotes a section (9 pages) at the back 
of the book to discussing and illustrating the mathematics involved in each of the chapters.  
 
Anno, M. (1989). Anno’s Math Games II. Philomel Books.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
Anno's Math Games II is a whimsical collection of puzzles based on applications of 
mathematics that help students understand the world around us. Two characters, 
Kriss and Kross, guide the reader through 5 stand-alone chapters. Some chapters are 
better suited for lower grades while others are for the upper elementary 
grades. Explanations of the mathematics involved in each chapter are provided in the Afterword. 
The first chapter, "The Magic Machine," describes a contraption that systematically changes items that are placed into 
the machine. From the examples described in the story, readers are asked to figure out how other objects would be 
changed by the machine.  The magic machine is similar to a "function machine" often used by mathematics 
teachers to simulate relationships between two variables.  The next two chapters furnish opportunities to think 
analytically about art.  "Compare and Find Out" ask students to compare two pictures for similarities and differences 
such as shape, characteristics, and size.  "Dots, Dots, and More Dots" shows various ways dots can be assembled to 
create pointillist artwork. Students will easily recognize the comparison to pixels on a TV or computer screen.  The 
last two sections allow readers to explore quantity by counting or measuring.  "Counting With Circles" involves 
counting discrete quantities and representing the quantity in our base 10 numeration system.  "Counting 
Water" shows a way to count continuous quantities by measuring with volumetric units.   
 

Anno, M. (1991). Anno’s Math Games III. Philomel Books. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
Anno's Math Games III is the third in a series of delightful books that are full of ideas 
to stimulate upper elementary and young adolescent student thinking.  The text has 
four stand-alone chapters: Changing Shapes with Magic Liquid 
(stretching/shrinking); Exploring Triangles (tesselating/origami); Mazes 
(paths/open & closed); and Left and Right (symmetry/orientation).  The Afterword 
provides mathematical explanations of each chapter. The illustrations are classic 

Anno sketches that easily draw students into the mathematical concepts in our world.  
 
Anno, M. (1999). Anno’s Mysterious Multiplying Jar. Putnam Juvenile.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
"Superbly demonstrating the conception of factorials in mathematics, the text and 
pictures combine to present a lesson in a palatable form as well as the pleasure of 
looking at pictures that only Mitsumasa Anno could invent." — Publishers Weekly 
"The book moves logically and elegantly from the concrete to the abstract. Once made 
clear, the concept is unforgettable, but the book entices the reader to return for further 
appreciation of the artistry with which it was designed." — The Horn Book "If you want a book that does a 
good selling job on the factorial concept, this one works." — School Library Journal 

 
Arnold, C. (2012). A Warmer World. Charlesbridge Publishing.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Over the past several decades, our world has been warming at a faster rate than ever 
before. Acclaimed nonfiction author Caroline Arnold describes how the climate change 
has affected ecosystems around the world and how animals within these ecosystems 
have adapted. 
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Aronson, M. (2011). Trapped: How the World Rescued 33 Miners from 2,000  
Feet Below the Chilean Desert.  

Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
In early August 2010, the unthinkable happened when a mine collapsed in CopiapÓ, 
Chile, and 33 miners were trapped 2,000 feet below the surface. For sixty-nine days they 
lived on meager resources and increasingly poor air quality. When they were finally 
rescued, the world watched with rapt attention and rejoiced in the amazing spirit and 
determination of the miners. What could have been a terrible tragedy became an 
amazing story of survival.   Now, with exclusive interviews with rescuers and expert commentary, Marc 
Aronson brings us the backstory behind this incredible event. By tracing the psychological, physical, and 
environmental factors surrounding the rescue, Trapped highlights the amazing technology and helping 
hands that made it all possible. From the Argentinean soccer players who hoped to raise morale, to NASA 
volunteering their expertise to come up with a plan, there was no shortage of enterprising spirit when it 
came to saving lives. 

 
Arnosky, J. (2011). At This Very Moment. Dutton Juvenile. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Using gentle, rhythmic text and gorgeous watercolor paintings, Jim Arnosky invites 
young readers to imagine what wondrous things animals are doing across the globe. 
While you might be sweating in the middle of the afternoon, an owl has found a cool 
hiding place inside a cactus. And while you're filling up on dinner, puffins are 
swooping down on the ocean by the cliffs to catch fish. It's an amazing world out 
there-at this very moment. 

 
 
Aston, D.H. (2011). A Butterfly is Patient. Chronicle Books.  
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
The creators of the award-winning An Egg Is Quiet and A Seed Is Sleepy have 
teamed up again to create this gorgeous and informative introduction to the world 
of butterflies. From iridescent blue swallowtails and brilliant orange monarchs to 
the worlds tiniest butterfly (Western Pygmy Blue) and the largest (Queen 
Alexandra's Birdwing), an incredible variety of butterflies are celebrated here in 
all of their beauty and wonder. Perfect for a child's bedroom bookshelf or for a 
classroom reading circle! 
 
 

Axelrod, A. (1994). Pigs Will Be Pigs: Fun With Math and Money. Simon &  
Schuster Books.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
The members of the Pig family are hungry, but there is no food in the 
refrigerator. Mr. Pig suggests they go out to eat, but they need money to pay 
for their meal. They search all over the house finding bills and coins of 
varying denominations. Their search yields enough money for them to go to 
their favorite restaurant. How much money do they have left when they leave 
the restaurant? 
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 Baggott, J. (2011).  The Quantum Story: A History in 40 Moments. Oxford  
University Press. 

Level: High School 
Subject: Science 
Utterly beautiful. Profoundly disconcerting. Quantum theory is quite simply the most 
successful account of the physical universe ever devised. Its concepts underpin much 
of the twenty-first century technology that we now take for granted. But at the same 
time it has completely undermined our ability to make sense of the world at its most 
fundamental level. Niels Bohr claimed that anybody who is not shocked by the theory 
has not understood it. The American physicist Richard Feynman went further: he 
claimed that nobody understands it.  The Quantum Story begins in 1900, tracing a 
century of game-changing science. Popular science writer Jim Baggott first shows how, 
over the space of three decades, Einstein, Bohr, Heisenberg, and others formulated and refined the theory--and 
opened the floodgates. Indeed, since then, a torrent of ideas has flowed from the world's leading physicists, as they 
explore and apply the theory's bizarre implications. To take us from the story's beginning to the present day, Baggott 
organizes his narrative around forty turning-point moments of discovery. Many of these are inextricably bound up 
with the characters involved--their rivalries and their collaborations, their arguments and, not least, their excitement 
as they sense that they are redefining what reality means. Through the mix of story and science, we experience their 
breathtaking leaps of theory and experiment, as they uncover such undreamed of and mind-boggling phenomenon as 
black holes, multiple universes, quantum entanglement, the Higgs boson, and much more.  Brisk, clear, and 
compelling, The Quantum Story is science writing at its best. A compelling look at the one-hundred-year history of 
quantum theory, it illuminates the idea as it reveals how generations of physicists have grappled with this monster 
ever since. 
 
Bailey, G. (2005). Long Long Ago. Mercury Books.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
This book poses a series of problems from moving heavy objects to crossing a river 
that led to some of our earliest inventions. For each of the ten problems there is a 
question, a description of the problem, a list of potential solutions, information about 
the invention that solved the problem, scientific background, and instructions for 
making a model of the invention. 
 

 
Bailey, J. (2006). Sun Up, Sun Down: The Story of Day and Night (Science Works).  
Picture Window Books. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
This visually appealing and conceptually sound book introduces elementary students 
to the concepts of day and night. The concepts are addressed in a way students can 
relate to. Students in grades 3-5 would most benefit from this type of book because 
concepts such as revolution, rotation, and sun, moon, and earth distances may be too 

difficult for students younger than this to understand. This book provides many opportunities to stimulate 
discussions and perform demonstrations. 
 
 
Baker, K. (1999). Quack and Count. Harcourt Brace.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
The number 7 is broken down into all possible sums of two smaller whole 
numbers. Illustrations of seven baby ducks depict each sum and its reversal 
(2 + 5 and 5 + 2). Some of the pictures partially "hide" one or two of the 
ducks, and children will enjoy finding them all. 
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Bang, M and Chisholm, P. Ocean Sunlight: How Tiny Plants Feed the Sea.  
Arlington: NSTA Press. 

Level: Elementary School, Middle School, High School 
Level: Science 
Acclaimed Caldecott artist Molly Bang paints a stunning, sweeping view of our ever-
changing oceans.  In this timely book, award-winner Molly Bang uses her signature 
poetic language and dazzling illustrations to introduce the oceanic world. From tiny 
aquatic plants to the biggest whale or fish, Bang presents a moving, living picture of 
the miraculous balance sustaining each life cycle and food chain deep within our 
wondrous oceans.  On land or in the deep blue sea, we are all connected--and we are 

all a part of a grand living landscape. Co-authored by award-winning M.I.T. professor Penny Chisholm, a 
leading expert on ocean science, OCEAN SUNLIGHT is packed with clear, simple science. This informative, 
joyous book will help children understand and celebrate the astonishing role our oceans play in human life. 
 
 

Bang, M. (1983). Ten, Nine, Eight. Greenwillow  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
In this Caldecott Honor book, a father gets his daughter ready for bed. As they go 
through their nighttime ritual, they find objects to count, starting at 10 and moving 
backwards to 1. Identifying the numerals 1-10, counting forward and backward, and 
beginning subtraction ideas can be taught or reinforced by reading one-on-one with 
a student or with a small group. Students will delight in finding and counting the 
objects pictured. 

 
 
Barretta, G. (2012) Timeless Thomas: How Thomas Edison Changed Out Lives. 

Henry Holt and Co.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
What do record players, batteries, and movie cameras have in common?  
All these devices were created by the man known as The Wizard of Menlo Park: 
Thomas Edison. 
Edison is most famous for inventing the incandescent light bulb, but at his landmark 
laboratories in Menlo Park & West Orange, New Jersey, he also developed many other staples of modern 
technology.  Despite many failures, Edison persevered.  Good for that, because it would be very difficult to go 
through a day without using one of his life-changing inventions. In this enlightening book, Gene Barretta 
enters the laboratories of one of America’s most important inventors. 
 
 

Stamper, JB. (2011). Eco Dogs. Bearport Publishing.  
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
The book includes descriptions of diverse species of dogs (from Beagles to 
Retrievers) and their roles all over the world. Large, clear photos will stretch the 
readability from elementary through secondary with an adult–level interest. End 
notes include breeds, a glossary, index, and links as well as two additional books for 
those who (predictably) will want to learn more. It's not only magnetic reading, but 
it can lead to behavioral observations of local pets. 
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Beyer, R. (2009). The Greatest Science Stories Never Told: 100 Tales of Invention and Discovery to 
Astonish, Bewilder, and Stupefy. Harper.  

Level: Elementary, Middle School 
Subject: Science 
100 tales of invention and discovery to astonish, bewilder, & stupefy  

• Meet the angry undertaker who gave us the push-button phone. 
• Discover how modesty led to the invention of the stethoscope. 
• Find out why Albert Einstein patented a refrigerator. 
• Learn how a train full of trumpeters made science history. 

Did you know about:  
• The frustrated fashion designer who created the space suit?  
• The gun-toting newspaperman who invented the parking meter? 
• The midnight dreams that led to a Nobel Prize?  

They're so good, you can't read just one!  
 
Bishop, N. (2012). Nic Bishop Snakes. Scholastic Nonfiction.  
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
With breathtaking full-page images, Sibert Medal-winning photographer Nic Bishop 
introduces the terrifying and beautiful world of snakes. The simple, engaging text presents 
both basic information and captivating details about the appearance, habits, and 
remarkable abilities of these amazing reptiles. An index and glossary are included, along 
with an author's note detailing his research and the fun stories behind the photographs. 

 
Bodanis, D. (2000). E=mc2: A Biography of the World’s Most Famous Equation.  

Berkley Trade.  
Level: High School 
Subject: Science 
Bodanis begins by devoting chapters to each of the equation's letters and symbols, 
introducing the science and scientists forming the backdrop to Einstein's discovery—from 
Ole Roemer's revelation that the speed of light could be measured to Michael Faraday's 
pioneering work on energy fields. Having demystified the equation, Bodanis explains its 
science and brings it to life historically, making clear the astonishing array of discoveries 
and consequences it made possible. It would prove to be a beacon throughout the twentieth century, 
important to Ernest Rutherford, who discovered the structure of the atom, Enrico Fermi, who probed the 
nucleus, and Lise Meitner, who finally understood how atoms could be split wide open. And it has come to 
inform our daily lives, governing everything from the atomic bomb to a television's cathode-ray tube to the 
carbon dating of prehistoric paintings. 

 
Briggs Martin, J and Azarian, M. (1998). Snowflake Bentley. Houghton Mifflin  

Books for Children. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
From the time he was a small boy, Wilson Bentley saw snowflakes as small miracles. 
And he determined that one day his camera would capture for others the wonder of the 
tiny crystal. Bentley's enthusiasm for photographing snowflakes was often 

misunderstood in his time, but his patience and determination revealed two important truths: no two 
snowflakes are alike; and each one is startlingly beautiful. His story is gracefully told and brought to life in 
lovely woodcuts, giving children insight into a soul who had not only a scientist's vision and perseverance 
but a clear passion for the wonders of nature. "Of all the forms of water the tiny six-pointed crystals of ice 
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called snow are incomparably the most beautiful and varied." -- Wilson Bentley. SNOWFLAKE BENTLEY 
won the 1999 Caldecott Medal. 
 
Bulion, L. (2011). At the Sea Floor Café: Odd Critter Poems. Peachtree  

Publishers.  
Level: Elementary, Middle School 
Subject: Science 
Dive in to find the answers to these questions and along the way discover some of the 
incredible ways ocean creatures forage for food, capture prey, trick predators, and 
protect their young in this collection of witty poems and astonishing facts.  A glossary 
of scientific terms, notes on the poetic forms used, and resources for more information about ocean 
creatures are included at the back of the book. Stunning block prints by Leslie Evans enhance and enliven 
the colorful underwater tour. 
 
Burns, L.G. (2012). Citizen Scientists. Henry Holt & Co.  
Level: Elementary, Middle School 
Subject: Science 
Anyone can get involved in gathering data for ongoing, actual scientific studies 
such as the Audubon Bird Count and FrogWatch USA. Just get out into a field, 
urban park, or your own backyard. You can put your nose to a monarch pupa 
or listen for raucous frog calls. You can tally woodpeckers or sweep the grass 
for ladybugs. This book, full of engaging photos and useful tips, will show you how. 
 

 Burns, M. (2008). Spaghetti and Meatballs for All. Scholastic Paperbacks. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
When Mr. and Mrs. Comfort plan a family reunion dinner, they rent tables and chairs to 
accommodate all of the guests. The first guests who arrive begin pushing the 
small tables together so everyone can sit together. However, as more guests arrive, 
they find that they must split the large table back into smaller table arrangements in 

order to seat everyone. The author provides an explanation of the mathematics involved and offers 
extension activities for students to explore. 
 
Burns, M. (2008). The Greedy Triangle. Scholastic Paperbacks.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
Kids will get their early math skills in shape with this bestselling picture book--now 
available in Scholastic Bookshelf.  Bored and dissatisfied with his life, a triangle 
visits a local shapeshifter to add another angle to his shape. Poof! He becomes a 
quadrilateral. But then he gets greedy and keeps adding angles until he's 
completely transformed. Kids will enjoy this boldly colorful introduction to shapes 
and basic math concepts. 

 
 Busby, P. (2003). First to Fly: How Wilbur and Orville Wright Invented the  

Airplane.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
"From their introduction to flight via a flying toy bought by their father, Orville and 
Wilbur Wright were destined for a place in history as the first to fly a powered 
heavier-than-air craft. This biography features side notes, photographs, and 
colorful illustrations that bring the Wright brothers and their work to life." 
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Butterworth, C. (2011). How Did That Get in My Lunchbox?: The Story of Food.  
Candlewick. 

Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
The best part of a young child’s day is often opening a lunchbox and diving in. But how 
did all that delicious food get there? Who made the bread for the sandwich? What 
about the cheese inside? Who plucked the fruit? And where did the chocolate in that 
cookie get its start? From planting wheat to mixing flour into dough, climbing trees to 
machine-squeezing fruit, picking cocoa pods to stirring a vat of melted bliss, here is a 

clear, engaging look at the steps involved in producing some common foods. Healthy tips and a peek at basic 
food groups complete the menu. 
 
Cavelos, J. (1998). The Science of the X Files. Berkley Trade.  
Level: Middle, High School 
Subject: Science 
By pushing science to its furthest, most marvelous extremes, "The X-Files" has 
captivated us with stories more strange and surreal than we'd ever dreamed 
possible. But are they as far-fetched as they look? With the help of leading experts, 
scientist Jeanne Cavelos explores the scientific theories--and supporting research-
-that shed light on some of the series' most bizarre and compelling episodes. 
Includes scientific examinations of: Could a man cause fungi to destroy everything 
he touched? How could a man made entirely of cancer cells grow back his 
decapitated head? What sort of nutrition could be derived from a diet of human livers? Could a man burn up 
in the sun--simply because he believes he's a vampire? How could a salamander hand grow on a man's 
body? Could concentrated human pheromones really make Scully do "the wild thing" with a stranger? Delve 
into the truth behind "The X-Files"--and wonders of science will never look the same again... 

 
Cerullo, M.M. (2012). Giant Squid. Capstone Press. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science  
This sea monster is real. It lurks in the freezing black depths of underwater canyons. 
Nearly 50 feet long, it hunts with its long arms and tentacles. Its powerful suckers 
leave giant round scars on those that live through a battle with it. But this enormous 
beast, with its huge, strange eyes, remains hidden from humans. We rarely see it and 

know little of its ways. What is this monster?  The giant squid.  This famed member of the cephalopod group 
has a history of frightening fishermen, starring in fictional adventure tales, and keeping scientists guessing. 
What is the story of this mythic creature? Why is it so hard to study? What secrets does it keep?  Clyde 
Roper, ocean scientist and squid expert, has been seeking this secretive creature for decades. Come along as 
he and other researchers unravel its mysteries in Giant Squid: Searching for a Sea Monster. 
 
Chibbaro, J. (2012). Deadly. Antheneum Books for Young Readers.  
Level: Middle School 
Subject: Science  
Prudence Galewski doesn’t belong in Mrs. Browning’s esteemed School for Girls. She 
doesn’t want an “appropriate” job that makes use of refinement and charm. Instead, she is 
fascinated by how the human body works—and why it fails. 
Prudence is lucky to land a position in a laboratory, where she is swept into an 
investigation of a mysterious fever. From ritzy mansions to shady bars and rundown 
tenements, Prudence explores every potential cause of the disease to no avail—until the 
volatile Mary Mallon emerges. Dubbed “Typhoid Mary” by the press, Mary is an Irish immigrant who has 
worked as a cook in every home the fever has ravaged. But she’s never been sick a day in her life. Is the 
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accusation against her an act of discrimination? Or is she the first clue in solving one of the greatest medical 
mysteries of the twentieth century?  
 
Chin, J. (2011). Coral Reefs. Flash Point.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science  
During an ordinary visit to the library, a girl pulls a not-so-ordinary book from the 
shelves. As she turns the pages in this book about coral reefs, the city around her slips 
away and she finds herself surrounded by the coral cities of the sea and the mysterious 
plants and animals that live, hunt, and hide there. 
 

Christelow, E. (2012). Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed. HMH Books. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
“NO MORE MONKEYS JUMPING ON THE BED!” A sure-fire hit at story hour, this 
rhythmic romp is a counting lesson, too, as the five bouncy bed-jumpers bump 
their heads and get hauled off to the doctor one by one. Wonderful pencil and 
watercolor illustrations capture both the glee and the pratfalls of those 
misbehaving monkeys. (IRA/CBC Children’s Choice)  
Since its publication more than twenty years ago, Five Little Monkeys Jumping on 

the Bed has become a true children’s classic, selling millions of copies. This improved board book edition 
features all the art from the original hardcover edition at a new larger size. 
 
Chrustowski, R. (2006). Turtle Crossing. Henry Holt and Co.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
"The life cycle of a painted turtle is the focus of this well-written and nicely illustrated 
book. The story begins with turtles scrambling out of their nest and progresses to them 
laying their own eggs five years later. Descriptions of the environment in which the 
turtles live and the obstacles they encounter make this book one that helps young 
readers understand painted turtles and their journey to a nesting site." 

 
Clements, Andrew and Reed, Mike. (2006). A Million Dots. Atheneum Books for  

Young Readers. 
 Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
If you'd like to see -- actually see, right now, with your own eyes -- what a million looks 
like, just open this book.   Be prepared to learn some interesting things along the way.   
Like how many shoe boxes it would take to make a stack to Mount Everest.  
And be prepared to do some number wondering of your own.  

But, most of all, be prepared to be amazed.  Because a million is a LOT of dots.  
 
Chin, J. (2012). Island: A Story of the Galapagos. Flash Point.  
Level:  Elementary, Middle School 
Subject: Science 
Charles Darwin first visited the Galápagos Islands almost 200 years ago, only to 
discover a land filled with plants and animals that could not be found anywhere else on 
earth. How did they come to inhabit the island? How long will they remain?  Thoroughly 
researched and filled with intricate and beautiful paintings, this extraordinary book by 
Award-winning author and artist Jason Chin is an epic saga of the life of an island—born 
of fire, rising to greatness, its decline, and finally the emergence of life on new islands. 
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Christensen, B. (2012). I Galileo. Knopf Books. 
Level: Elementary School, Middle School, High School 
Subject: Science 
Acclaimed author-illustrator Bonnie Christensen adopts the voice of Galileo and lets him 
tell his own tale in this outstanding picture book biography. The first person narration 
gives this book a friendly, personal feel that makes Galileo's remarkable achievements 
and ideas completely accessible to young readers. And Christensen's artwork glows with 
the light of the stars he studied. 
 

Galileo's contributions were so numerous—the telescope! the microscope!—and his ideas so world-
changing—the sun-centric solar system!—that Albert Einstein called him "the father of modern science." 
But in his own time he was branded a heretic and imprisoned in his home. He was a man who insisted on his 
right to pursue the truth, no matter what the cost—making his life as interesting and instructive as his ideas. 
 
Cobb, V. (2004). I Fall Down. HarperCollins.  
Level: Elementary School 
Subject: Science 
"This visually appealing and conceptually sound physical science book introduces young 
children to the concepts of gravity and weight. The concepts are reinforced through 
many real-life examples and fun activities that could easily be duplicated in class or at 
home." 
 

Cole, H. (2003). On the Way to the Beach. Greenwillow Books. 
Level: Elementary School 
Subject: Science 
"Gorgeous illustrations and a unique layout encourage the reader to make observations 
in a forest, at the edge of a salt marsh, on sand dunes, and on the beach. This transect 
approach provides an interesting perspective. Fold-out pages list the ecosystem 
inhabitants, and the reader can search the illustration for each plant, animal, or item. 
Picture keys at the back of the book allow the reader to identify the ecosystem 

inhabitants." 
 
Collard III, SB. (2012). Sneed B. Collard III’s Most Fun Book Ever About Lizards.  

Charlesbridge Publishing.  
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
Sneed B. Collard III's Most Fun Book Ever About Lizards. He introduces readers to 
an impressive gallery of lizards, from the garden-variety Western fence lizard to the 
Texas horned lizard, with a face only a mother could love. 
 

Cowcher, H. (2011). Desert Elephants. Farrar, Straus and Giroux.  
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
Each year the desert elephants of Mali, West Africa, travel a 300-mile path to search for 
water. They peacefully pass through the lands of the Tuareg, Dogon, and Fulani people 
while following the longest migration route of any elephant in the world.  This insightful 
story with bold, dramatic illustrations shows how people work together to preserve the 
delicate balance of life in the desert and protect these magnificent elephants. 
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Curtis, J.K. (2012). Seahorses. Henry Hold and Co. 
Level: Elementary School 
Subject: Science 
One day, a baby seahorse is born, turning and tumbling as he floats through ocean 
currents alongside his three hundred brothers and sisters. 
Like a tiny, mythical dragon, the seahorse is a fascinating creature: he changes color to 
fit in with the surroundings of his spectacular coral reef and sea grass surroundings; his 
lizard-like eyes can look in two directions at once; and when he has grown, he—not the female—will give 
birth to the next batch of whirling seahorses.  Jennifer Keats Curtis’s evocative language and Chad Wallace’s 
shimmering illustrations tell the story of the seahorse’s amazing life beneath the waves. 

 
Cusick, D. (2012). Get the Scoop on Animal Poop! Imagine Publishing.  
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
From lions to tapeworms, 251 cool facts about scat, frass, dung and more! 
 
 

 
Cyrus, K. (2011). The Voyage of Turtle Rex. Harcourt Children’s  

Books.  
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
This big book with double–page illustrations and poetry introduces children to the 
life cycle of a sea turtle. The main character is not one of the familiar seven species 
students may have seen in news articles today, but rather the 15–foot Archelon, the giant turtle that lived 
during the age of the dinosaurs.   The creative value of this NSTA/CBC Outstanding Trade book comes not 
only from its design and lyric text, but from the fact that the same characteristics that made Archelon 
successful 200 million years ago characterize sea turtles today. It invites many extension activities; groups 
might investigate the life cycles of Hawksbills, Ridleys, Loggerhoods, Leatherbacks, and Greens today and 
compare them to the story in the book.   This book leaves the reader hungry for more detail about sea turtles 
through the ages. It's unfortunate that links and books for further reading aren't included, but many are 
available on the web. 

 
Davies, N. (2012). Dolphin Baby. Candlewick. 
Level: Elementary School 
Subject: Science 
Pop! Tail first, head last, Dolphin is born into the blue. He’s brand new, but helped by 
his mother, he swims up, up, up to take his first breath. Readers are invited to join the 
baby calf as he follows his mom and discovers all there is to know about life under the 
sea, from catching his first fish to learning how to say his name with his very own 

whistle. Nicola Davies’s lyrical narrative and intriguing facts are accompanied by Brita Granström’s colorful 
illustrations, pulsing with the energy and movement of dolphins in their natural habitat. 
 
Deem, J.M. (2012). Faces from the Past: Forgotten People of North America.  

Houghton Mifflin Books For Children. 
Level: Middle School  
Subject: Science 
Once, no humans lived on the continent of North America; then they began to journey, 
the first migrants arriving perhaps 15,000 to 20,000 years ago.   When a skeleton from 
long-ago centuries is discovered, scientists want to study it for information about the 
person’s life and death, about her or his time and place in history. Sometimes artists are asked to 
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reconstruct faces from the past using copies of their skulls. Then these nameless, unknown people can be 
"brought back to life"--remembered, and honored. 
Now, when their skeletons are discovered, their stories can be told. 

 
Dorion, C. (2011). How the Weather Works: A Hands-on Guide to Our Changing  

Climate. Templar. 
Level: Elementary School 
Subject: Science 
Tackling both normal and extreme scenarios, this is an entertaining and enlightening 
exploration of the world s weather. With bright, friendly illustrations, plus pop-ups, 
pull-tabs, and booklets, this interactive book stimulates learning and encourages 

children to think about how humans can influence the Earth s climate. 
 
Drummond, A. (2011). Energy Island: How One Community Harnessed the Wind  

and Changed Their World. Ferrar, Straus and Giroux.  
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
At a time when most countries are producing ever-increasing amounts of CO2, the 
rather ordinary citizens of Samsø have accomplished something extraordinary--in just 
ten years they have reduced their carbon emissions by 140% and become almost completely energy 
independent. A narrative tale and a science book in one, this inspiring true story proves that with a little 
hard work and a big idea, anyone can make a huge step towards energy conservation. 

 
Dunphy, M. (2006). Here is the Tropical Rain Forest. Web of Life Children’s  

Books. 
 Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
"This beautifully illustrated book explores the incredible diversity of life found in 
an endangered environment—the rain forest. The food web of the tropical rain 
forest is presented through lyrical text and naturalist paintings. Plants and animals 
are linked in a chain of life that will be evident to young readers." 

 
Emberly, E. (2004). The Wing on a Flea – A Book About Shapes. Scholastic. 
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Math  
Originally published 40 years ago, this book uses vivid illustrations and simple 
rhyming text by a noted author/illustrator to introduce the concept of shapes and 
sizes to curious young readers as he suggests how they can view the world in a new 
and exciting way. Full-color illustrations. 
 

Fern, T. (2012). Barnum’s Bones: How Barnum Brown Discovered the Most  
Famous Dinosaur in the World. Farrar, Straus, ad Giroux. 

Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Barnum Brown's (1873-1963) parents named him after the circus icon P.T. 
Barnum, hoping that he would do something extraordinary--and he did! As a 
paleontologist for the American Museum of Natural History, he discovered the first 
documented skeleton of the Tyrannosaurus Rex, as well as most of the other dinosaurs 

on display there today.  An appealing and fun picture book biography, with zany and stunning illustrations 
by Boris Kulikov, BARNUM'S BONES captures the spirit of this remarkable man. 
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Formento, A. and Snow S. These Bees Count! Albert Whitman Company. 
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
How do bees count? The bees at the Busy Bee Farm buzz through the sky as one big 
swarm, fly over two waving dandelions, find three wild strawberries dripping tasty 
nectar As the children in Mr. Tate's class listen, they learn how bees work to 
produce honey and make food and flowers grow. Bees count--they're important to 
us all. Alison Formento's gentle message is illustrated with Sarah Snow's bright, 
realistic paper cuts. 

 
Fox, M. J. (2009). Always Looking Up: The Adventure of an Incurable Optimist.  
Level: Middle, High School 
Subject: Health Science 
There are many words to describe Michael J. Fox: Actor. Husband. Father. Activist. But 
readers of Always Looking Up will soon add another to the list: Optimist. Michael writes about 
the hard-won perspective that helped him see challenges as opportunities. Instead of building 
walls around himself, he developed a personal policy of engagement and discovery: an 
emotional, psychological, intellectual, and spiritual outlook that has served him throughout 
his struggle with Parkinson's disease. Michael's exit from a very demanding, very public arena 

offered him the time-and the inspiration-to open up new doors leading to unexpected places. One door even led him 
to the center of his own family, the greatest destination of all. The last ten years, which is really the stuff of this book, 
began with such a loss: my retirement from Spin City. I found myself struggling with a strange new dynamic: the 
shifting of public and private personas. I had been Mike the actor, then Mike the actor with PD. Now was I just Mike 
with PD Parkinson's had consumed my career and, in a sense, had become my career. But where did all of this leave 
Me? I had to build a new life when I was already pretty happy with the old one.  Always Looking Up is a memoir of this 
last decade, told through the critical themes of Michael's life: work, politics, faith, and family. The book is a journey of 
self-discovery and reinvention, and a testament to the consolations that protect him from the ravages of Parkinson's.  
With the humor and wit that captivated fans of his first book, Lucky Man, Michael describes how he became a happier, 
more satisfied person by recognizing the gifts of everyday life. 
 
Fradin, J and Fradin, D. (2011). Tornado! The Story Behind These Twisting,  

Turning, Spinning, and Spiraling Storms. National Geographic Children’s  
Books.  

Level: Elementary, Middle School  
Subject: Science 
Through riveting narrative and eyewitness stories, young readers learn what it's really like to be caught in a 
monster tornado. Captivating first-person accounts and news reports detail survivors' experiences of the 
most destructive tornadoes ever to occur in the United States. And thrill-seekers' reports add to the drama 
and suspense. Historical perspectives on the human experience of tornadoes and scientific perspectives on 
why twisters happen and how to keep people safe add to the intrigue of this fascinating topic. Ample back 
matter will help students find sources to write well-informed and compelling reports. 

  
Fredericks, A.D. (2011). Around One Log: Chipmunks, Spiders, and Creepy  

Insiders. Dawn Pubns. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Years after a great oak tree tumbled to the ground, a whole community of animals made it 
their home. Roly-polies and daddy longlegs prowled here and there, while chipmunks and 
salamanders dashed everywhere. Question: Is the old tree alive? Or is it now dead? This 

lighthearted book offers a marvelous insight into a unique and easily-accessible community of forest 
animals. Jennifer DiRubbio's vivid close-up illustrations bring these fascinating creatures to life. Parents and 
teachers: the author offers over a dozen activities, projects, and lots of cool ideas ranging from suggestions 
for an animal diary, readers theatre, finger play, and much more that will help make learning fun. 
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Fredericks, A.D. (2005). Near One Cattail: Turtles, Logs and Leaping Frogs.  
 Dawn Pubns. 

Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
This book, a winner of the Green Earth Book Award (2005), beautifully illustrates several 
species of animals and plants commonly found in the marshes, swamps, prairie potholes, 
and bogs found throughout North America. Educators will find this book beneficial when 

introducing young learners to topics such as conservation, habitats, animals, and plants. The author 
provides field notes at the end of the book for more in-depth information on each of the plants and animals 
found in the book. 
 
 
Frydenborg, K. (2012). Wild Horse Scientists. Houghton Mifflin Books for  

Children.  
Level: Elementary, Middle School 
Subject: Science 
Dr. Ron Keiper and Dr. Jay Kirkpatrick have both, in their own unique way, made the 
wild horses of Assateague Island, Maryland their lives’ work. Experience Dr. Keiper's 
handwritten notes—taken over countless watchful hours in the field—which are both a diary and a 
scientific log that chart the lives of his equine subjects, some of nature's greatest survivors. And follow Dr. 
Kirkpatrick from the lab to the field as he works tirelessly to find a way to manage the horse population with 
a birth control vaccine, and helps keep the precarious balance of Assateague’s ecosystem intact. 
Descriptive prose meets solid science as author Kay Frydenborg offers a rare glimpse into the wild herds of 
Assateague, sharing beautiful photos of the Assateague herds in their island home and of both of the 
scientists at work—some of them never seen before. 
 
 

Galbraith, K.O. (2011). Planting the Wild Garden. Peachtree Publishers.  
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
Seed by seed, we plant the wild meadow garden wind and water, birds and animals, 
plants and people all of us together.  In this lyrical picture book, author Kathryn O. 
Galbraith explains the many ways in which seeds are spread and planted.  A farmer 
and her son plant vegetables in their garden, and the wind carries a few seeds away. 
Birds and animals may carry some along with them on their travels. Sometimes the 
rain washes them away to a new and unexpected location. And sometimes something 

more extraordinary occurs, as in when the pods of the Scotch Broom plant open explosively in the summer 
heat, scattering seed everywhere like popcorn. Year-round, we all play a role in the dispersal of seeds 
throughout our landscape, planting the wild garden together. 
 
 
Gervais, B. (2012). Birds of a Feather. Chronicle Books. 
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
This lush, oversized book about birds features a variety of interactive guessing 
games and special features, including more than 40 lift-the-flaps and more than 15 
pop-ups, plus intriguing facts about each bird, providing readers with hours of 
educational entertainment. With elegant, graphic illustrations, Birds of a Feather is 
a feast for the eyes as well as the mind. 
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Gibbons, G. (2012). Lady Bugs. Holiday House.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Ladybugs are a type of beetle. They live on six of the seven continents.   There are 
believed to be about 5,000 different kinds of ladybugs around the world. Here are 
descriptions of their characteristics, their four stages of development from egg to adult, 
and how they live. Ladybugs eat insets that damage plants and are an important part of 
our environment. 
 

Glaser, L. (2002). Our Big Home. Millbrook Press.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Sun, rain, air, animals, people - all are a part of the Earth, our big home. Portraits of 
children and animals are whimsically detailed through delightful multicultural drawings 
from around the world. The language is melodic and full of cheerful metaphors that make 
the characters lively and memorable. 

 
Golden Gelman, R. (2008). Rice is Life. Arlington: NSTA Press. 
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
Rita Golden Gelman uses a poem-within-a-story technique to simultaneously highlight 
the natural beauty of rice growing (“In the hot and humid sawah/In the middle of the 
day/Dragonflies are fluttering,/Dancing as they play”) and underscore the importance 
of rice in everyday Bali life. Artful frames separate the soft figures and rich earth tones 
of the poem’s canvas-like paintings from the more detailed illustrations of eels, dragonflies, rice plants, 
kernels, and other aspects of Balinese nature that populate the margins of each spread and enhance the 
informational prose.  
 

Goldstone, Bruce. (2006). Great Estimations. Henry Holt and Company, LLC.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
Bright and colorful photographs help readers learn how to make great estimations using 
techniques such as eye training, clump counting, and boxing.  In eye training, readers 
practice looking at groups of 10, 20, 50, and 100 items to better estimate how many 
objects are in a given group.  Clump counting consists of visually dividing a group into 
clumps of, say, 10 objects each and then counting the number of clumps.  Boxing consists 
of counting the typical number of objects in a fixed area, or box, and then multiplying the 

average number times the number of boxes required to cover the whole population.  These 
techniques prepare the reader to make a great estimate of how many jelly beans are in a large bowl at the 
end of the book. 
 
Gourley, R. (2011). First Garden: The White House Garden and How it Grew.  

Clarion Books.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
The book combines history, an inviting narrative, and science in a way that elementary 
teachers will appreciate. Family touches, like the inclusion of Grandmother Robinson in 
the family and the President's aversion to beets, will make the book appealing to those 
who don't consider themselves scientists. There's information about D.C. climate, steps to starting a garden, 
as well as great recipes. 
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Gowan, B. (2012). D is for Desert. Sleeping Bear Press.  
Level: Low Elementary 
Subject: Science 
D is for Desert uses the alphabet to explore desert regions around the world, explaining 
the science behind what determines a desert and showcasing fascinating features and 
desert inhabitants. 

 
Green, D. (2012). Scholastic Discover More: The Elements. Scholastic Reference. 
Level: Elementary, Middle School  
Subject: Science 
Discovering the elements is discovering life itself. What are we made of? What keeps us 
and our universe in motion? Everything we are, and see around us, and create, is made 
up of a little over 90 elements, many of which have existed since the beginning of time 
and space. This book is more than a walk through the periodic table. It explains the tremendous forces of 
star birth and death that create elements. It chronicles the history of their discovery and the impact of their 
science on every aspect of our daily lives, from medicine to technology, architecture to the environment. 
Beautiful photographs and modern graphics make apparently ordinary substances, their extraction and 
their changes look as extraordinary as they truly are. 
  

Hague, B. (2012). Alien Deep. National Geographic Children’s Books. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Appealing to children over age ten, this engaging reference book depicts adventurous and 
thrilling elements in oceanographic fieldwork. In conjunction with a National Geographic 
television show, this book will reach a huge audience of marine lovers, as well as children 
interested in science and exploration. 

 
Alien Deep outshines the competition by following a recent, specific deepwater exploration that illuminates 
new knowledge about our oceans. Following alongside a current expedition, Alien Deep will enable children 
to observe the processes involved in marine exploration. As scientists delve into the mysterious depths of 
the ocean, children will be able to witness the excitement of scientific exploration and discovery through 
enriching text and stunning photography. By describing a recent exploration, children will be able to read 
and see the new methods and technology that oceanographers use to conduct research. 
 
 
Hakim, J. (2004). The Story of Science. Arlington: NSTA Press. 
Level: Elementary School, Middle School, High School  
Subject: Science 
The Story of Science is the story of people—some really interesting people—who 
continuously questioned the world around them. In the first book of her six-part 
Story of Science Joy Hakim invites readers of all ages to meet the forbearers of 
modern science and share in their exciting discoveries in astronomy, math, and 
physics. She begins with the fascinating story of the groundbreaking thinkers of 
ancient Greece, including Thales, Pythagoras, Archimedes, and especially Aristotle, perhaps the greatest 
thinker of all time. She writes about Ptolemy, once considered the most reliable astronomer in the world, 
and how during the Dark Ages, Arab and Chinese thinkers preserved and advanced the achievements of the 
ancients. The author's clear and lively writing about such important medieval thinkers as Thomas Aquinas 
and Roger Bacon draws Book One to a close with the bold science and scientists of the Renaissance, who 
rebelled against the strict religious controls that had been imposed for centuries on scientific inquiry. 
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Halfmann, J. (2011). Star of the Sea: A Day in the Life of a Starfish. Henry Holt  
and Co.  

Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
With the ocean her home, an ochre sea star hunts for her morning meal.  She folds over 
her rays and grips the rocky shore with sticky feet as she feasts on shellfish.  When she 
takes too long, the tide flows back without her and Sea Star becomes easy prey.  But 
she is built to survive and eventually makes her way back to the sea, although with one 

less ray than before.  This inspiring story informs young children about the important role of a small but 
fascinating sea creature. 
 
Ham, C. (2012). Open Wide! EarlyLight Books 
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
A Look Inside Animal Mouths. Go where no children's book has ever gone before-
inside the mouths of wild animals. Dozens of startling, close-up photos and info-
packed verse explore reasons why animals might have their mouths open. 
 
 

Hauth, K.B. (2011). What’s for Dinner? Quirky, Squirmy Poems from the Animal  
World. Charlesbridge Publishing.  

 
*Dinner is Served* What in nature could be more poetic than the hunt for food and the 
struggle for survival? In twenty-nine poems readers will squirm at the realities of how 
the animal world catches food, eats it, and becomes dinner in turn. In these quirky poems 
readers are introduced to many animals with disgusting eating habits, such as the 
marabou stork that lurks on the periphery, like a vampire in the shadows, waiting for a 
chance to pick at a rotting carcass. The dermestid beetle does not mind doing the dirty 
work, cleaning up animals on the road side and often made busy at museums cleaning up 

bones for exhibits. And, baby wasps hatch inside an unsuspecting caterpillar and eat their way out. Gross, 
cool, and extremely funny, David Clark s illustrations get to the heart (and skin and guts) of the food chain 
and the web of life, depicting the animal world at dinner time in all its gory glory. Back matter includes 
further information about the animals in the poems and the scientific terms used. 
 
 
 
Heinrich, B. (2007). The Snoring Bird: My Family’s Journey Through a Century  

of Biology. Ecco.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
From Bernd Heinrich, the bestselling author of "Winter World," comes the remarkable story 
of his father's life, his family's past, and how the forces of history and nature have shaped his 
own life. Although Bernd Heinrich's father, Gerd, a devoted naturalist, specialized in wasps, 
Bernd tried to distance himself from his "old-fashioned" father, becoming a hybrid: a 
modern, experimental biologist with a naturalist's sensibilities. In this remarkable memoir, the award-
winning author shares the ways in which his relationship with his father, combined with his unique 
childhood, molded him into the scientist, and man, he is today. From Gerd's days as a soldier in Europe to 
the family's daring escape from the Red Army in 1945 to the rustic Maine farm they came to call home, 
Heinrich relates it all in his trademark style, making science accessible and awe-inspiring. 
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Heinz, B.J. (2005). Butternut Hollow Pond. First Avenue Editions.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
"The reader explores the interdependence of organisms in a pond with particular 
emphasis on food webs. Excitement reigns as an animal quickly changes its role from 
hunter to hunted. Through text and watercolor illustrations, the reader develops an 
appreciation of ecology and the environment." 

 
Hoose, P. (2012). Moonbird: A Year on the Wind with the Great Survivor B95.  

Ferrar, Straus and Giroux. 
Level: Elementary, Middle School  
Subject: Science 
National Book Award–winning author Phillip Hoose takes us around the hemisphere with 
the world’s most celebrated shorebird, showing the obstacles rufa red knots face, 
introducing a worldwide team of scientists and conservationists trying to save them, and 
offering insights about what we can do to help shorebirds before it’s too late. With 
inspiring prose, thorough research, and stirring images, Hoose explores the tragedy of extinction through 
the triumph of a single bird.  

 
 Hutchins, P. (1986). The Doorbell Rang. Mulberry Books. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
Mom makes a dozen cookies for her two children to share.  Just as the children determine 
how to divide the 12 cookies evenly among themselves, they are visited by multiple 
friends multiple times throughout the book. The children repeatedly evenly re-divide the 

cookies among themselves and their friends. Just as they begin to run short on cookies, Grandma arrives 
with a huge platter of new cookies, and new problems to solve. 
 
 
Jackson, D.M. (2002). The Wildlife Detectives: How Forensic Scientists Fight  

Crimes Against Nature. Sandpiper.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
"Readers can follow a crime scene investigation of the illegal shooting of an elk in 
Yellowstone National Park. A team of forensic scientists uses various techniques 
including DNA profiling to solve the crime in an effort to protect animals in the future." 
 
 

Jenkins, M. (2011). Can We Save the Tiger. Candlewick.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Tigers are pretty special — and so are ground iguanas and partula snails and even 
white-rumped vultures. But these and many other animals are in danger of 
disappearing altogether, joining the dodo, the marsupial wolf, the great auk, and 
countless other animals we will never see again. Using the experiences of a few 
endangered species as examples, Martin Jenkins highlights the ways human behavior 
can either threaten or conserve the amazing animals that share our planet. Vicky 

White’s stunning portraits of rare creatures offer a glimpse of nature’s grace and beauty — and give us a 
powerful reason to preserve it. 
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Jenkins, S. (2012). The Beetle Book. Houghton Mifflin Books for Children. 
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
From the goliath beetle that weighs one fourth of a pound to the nine inch long 
titan beetle, award-winning author-illustrator Steve Jenkins presents a fascinating array 
of these intriguing insects and the many amazing adaptations they have made to 
survive. 
 

Jenkins, S. (2013). My First Day. Houghton Miffin Books for Children.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
The first day of life is different for every animal. Human newborns don’t do much at all, 
but some animals hit the ground running. The Caldecott Honor–winning team Steve 
Jenkins and Robin Page apply their considerable talents to revealing how twenty 
two different species, from the emperor penguin to the Siberian tiger, adapt to that 

traumatic first few hours of life, with or without parental help. Jenkins’s vividly colorful cut-paper 
illustrations are eye-poppingly three-dimensional and as exquisite as ever. While the text is short and sweet, 
an illustrated guide provides descriptions of the twenty two animals in the back. Fantastic! 
 
Jennings, T.C. (2012). Gopher to the Rescue! A Volcano Recovery Story. Sylvan  

 Dell Publishing. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
The animals living in the forest are surprised when a mountain suddenly explodes, 
covering the land in gritty warm ash and rocks that make it unlivable for many plants and 
animals. Gopher survives in his underground burrow and gets to work, digging through 
the ash, and mixing it into the soil below. He works hard every day, and slowly some of 
the plants and animals return to the area. Will the forest ever be the same? Scientists spent years observing 
how life returned to the mountain following the eruption of Mount St. Helens on May 18, 1980. This 
fictionalized story is based on their surprising observations of how life returns to an area that has been 
totally changed or destroyed. 
 

Johansson, P. (2007). Temperate Forest: A Web of Life. Enslow Publishers, Inc. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
"The author takes the reader on a journey through a temperate forest, providing a 
glimpse of the plants and animals found there and the interactions between them that 
create food webs. The author also describes how energy flows through this biome." 
 
 

Juster, N. (2005). The Phantom Tollbooth. Yearling.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
The Phantom Toolbooth is a classic humorous book about a bored and unmotivated boy 
named Milo.  When a tollbooth mysteriously appears in his room, Milo drives through it 
because he has nothing better to do. On the other side, things seem different. In his many 
adventures, Milo jumps to the island of Conclusions, learns about time from a ticking 
watchdog named Tock, and restores Rhyme and Reason to Dictionopolis and 
Digitopolis.  The book shows the importance of both mathematics and language arts and how they reinforce 
each other.  The story also shows how students may not appreciate the importance of learning until they 
have to use their knowledge in a real or imagined situation.  
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Kamkwamba, W. (2009) The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind. Dial. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
When fourteen-year-old William Kamkwamba's Malawi village was hit by a drought, 
everyone's crops began to fail. Without enough money for food, let alone school, William 
spent his days in the library . . . and figured out how to bring electricity to his village. 
Persevering against the odds, William built a functioning windmill out of junkyard 
scraps, and thus became the local hero who harnessed the wind.  Lyrically told and 

gloriously illustrated, this story will inspire many as it shows how - even in the worst of times - a great idea 
and a lot of hard work can still rock the world. 
 
 

Kean, S. (2011). The Disappearing Spoon: And Other True Tales of Madness,  Love, and 
the History of the World from the Periodic Table of the Elements. Back Bay Books. 
Level: Middle, High School 
Subject: Science 
The Periodic Table is one of man's crowning scientific achievements. But it's also a treasure 
trove of stories of passion, adventure, betrayal, and obsession. The infectious tales and 
astounding details in THE DISAPPEARING SPOON follow carbon, neon, silicon, and gold as 
they play out their parts in human history, finance, mythology, war, the arts, poison, and 

the lives of the (frequently) mad scientists who discovered them.  We learn that Marie Curie used to provoke 
jealousy in colleagues' wives when she'd invite them into closets to see her glow-in-the-dark experiments. 
And that Lewis and Clark swallowed mercury capsules across the country and their campsites are still 
detectable by the poison in the ground. Why did Gandhi hate iodine? Why did the Japanese kill Godzilla with 
missiles made of cadmium? And why did tellurium lead to the most bizarre gold rush in history?  From the 
Big Bang to the end of time, it's all in THE DISAPPEARING SPOON. 
 

 
Kelly, I. (2011). Even an Octopus Needs a Home. Holiday House. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
From the snug sleeping bags made out of leaves constructed by Honduran white 
bats to the thirty-feet-high towers filled with passageways and rooms that termites 
build, animals have impressive abodes. Nature lovers will be fascinated by how 
animals solve the problem of locating safe places in which to live and raise families. 
 
 

 
Kimmel, E.A. (2012). Hiss-s-s-s! Holiday House. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Omar wants a snake more than anything, but his mom is unenthusiastic to say the least. 
However, the family manages to strike a compromise: Omar can get a corn snake; but 
the pet, which he names Arrow, must stay inside Omar's room, where his mom will not 
have to set eyes on it. So when Arrow escapes, Omar has got to keep his family from 
finding out. But with an inquisitive little sister, and parents mindful of odd behavior, 
Omar is having a time of it. When Arrow makes a surprise appearance, it couldn't be at 
the worst moment--yet the incident becomes a catalyst for Omar to gain a new understanding of his mother 
and her childhood in war-torn Lebanon. 
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Konicek-Moran, R. (2008). Everyday Science Mysteries: Stories for  
Inquiry-Based Science Teaching. Arlington: NSTA Press. 

Level: Elementary, Middle School 
Subject: Science 
What causes condensation? Does temperature affect how well a balloon will fly? How 
do tiny bugs get into oatmeal? Through 15 mystery stories, this book memorably 
illustrates science concepts for students and reinforces the value of learning science 
through inquiry. Each mystery presents opportunities for students to create 
questions, form hypotheses, test their ideas, and come up with explanations. Focused on concepts such as 
periodic motion, thermodynamics, temperature and energy, and sound, these mysteries draw students into 
the stories by grounding them in experiences students are familiar with, providing them with a foundation 
for classroom discussion and inquiry.   The story format is used because it is one of the most effective ways 
to engage students’ attention right from the start. Each chapter includes a list of science concepts explored, 
targeted strategies for using the stories with children in grades K–4 and with older students in grades 5–8, 
and a key matching story concepts with corresponding standards in the NSES. 
 

Konicek-Moran, R. (2009). More Everyday Science Mysteries: Stories for  
 Inquiry-Based Science Teaching. Arlington: NSTA Press. 

Level: Elementary, Middle School 
Subject: Science 
Where do rotten apples go after they fall off the tree? Does the temperature of the wood affect 
the heat of the fire? Can you make water boil faster? How large a mirror do you need to see 
your whole body? This second volume of 15 mystery stories examines more science concepts 
and reinforces the value of learning science through inquiry. Each mystery presents 
opportunities for students to create questions, form hypotheses, test their ideas, and come up 

with explanations. Focused on concepts such as weather and climate, thermodynamics, interdependency of living 
things, adaptation, life cycles, properties of matter, reflection and refraction, and chemical bonds, these mysteries 
draw students into the stories by grounding them in experiences students are familiar with, providing them with the 
foundation for classroom discussion and inquiry.  This collection provides a good source of examples for teachers to 
use to enrich content. Even elementary teachers with limited science backgrounds should be able to use the book and 
improve science education in their classrooms. I liked the suggestions for both younger and older grades. This book 
would be a great resource in any elementary classroom. It's also a good reference for teachers at this level. You can 
use the same stories or re-write them to a higher level if needed. You will also find that high school students have 
many of the same misconceptions as younger students. 
 
Konicek-Moran, R. (2010). Even More Everyday Science Mysteries: Stories for  

Inquiry-Based Science Teaching. Arlington: NSTA Press.  
Level: Elementary, Middle School 
Subject: Science 
What are the odds of a meteor hitting your house? What are “warm” clothes anyway? 
Do you get “more” sunlight from Daylight Saving Time? Everyone loves a good 
mystery and these unfold in the 15 stories presented in Even More Everyday Science 
Mysteries, the third volume in author Richard Konicek-Moran’s award-winning series. 
Again, the author uses stories without endings to teach a science principle, allowing the students to 
investigate how each story can be resolved. All the stories relate to the world around us and encourage 
students to “take ownership” of their learning. In “Here’s the Crusher,” family members ponder what could 
have crushed a plastic soda bottle sitting on a table. By exploring each family member’s idea, common 
misconceptions are uncovered and discussed. In “Florida Cars?” Amber seeks out the causes of rust on cars 
from Florida. She experiments with nails to try to discover what ingredients produce rust. Your students 
will tackle Amber’s problem and reach their own conclusions. Science topics explored include evaporation, 
erosion, thermal energy, atmospheric pressure, buoyancy, and density.  
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Konicek-Moran, R. (2011). Yet More Everyday Science Mysteries: Stories for  
Inquiry-Based Science Teaching. Arlington: NSTA Press. 

Level: Elementary, Middle School 
Subject: Science 
In the fourth book of this award-winning series, author Richard Konicek-Moran explores 
15 new mysteries children and adults encounter in their daily lives. Relating the 
mysteries to experiences familiar to elementary and middle school students—Party 

Meltdown examines ice cubes melting at different rates; Baking Bread explores the importance of yeast; 
Stuck! uses a playground sliding board to explore properties of friction—the stories show how science is 
part of everyday life and initiate inquiry-based learning by leaving each mystery without an ending. 
Students identify the problem to be solved, formulate questions, form hypotheses, test their ideas, and come 
up with possible explanations. The mysteries cover science concepts such as periodic motion, 
thermodynamics, temperature and energy, and sound and sound transmission. Students may read and 
discuss the stories in small groups or take turns reading the stories aloud for whole-class discussions. Each 
story also includes strategies for teaching the lessons to younger students, lists of related ideas from the 
National Science Education Standards, and related books and journals that can be used to continue the 
discussion. The author also includes a chapter on using the stories to emphasize the importance of both 
science and literacy. 
 
Kroll, V. (2005). Equal Shmequal. Charlesbridge.   
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
A mouse sees some children playing tug-of-war and sets about recruiting other animals 
of various sizes to have a tug-of-war. In trying to play the game, the animals investigate 
what it means to be "equal." The animals experiment with various meanings of "equal": 
fair, same number, balance (equal weight), equal effort, and equal portions.  The ideas of "even" and 
"half" are also entertained. The last page of the book explains what it means to be equal in mathematics, in 
art, in law, and in team sports. 

 
Kvatum, L. (2012). Saving Yasha: The Incredible True Story of an Adopted Moon  

Bear. National Geographic Children’s Books. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Named 2013 Outstanding Science Trade Book for Students K-12 by the National 
Science Teachers Association and the Children's Book Council 
 

"In the early spring, when the snow was still deep, in a den inside a big hollow tree, Yasha was born. There, 
he and his mother lived, warm and snug. But one day, hunters came and Yasha's mother was gone." 
  
So begins the true story of Yasha, an orphaned moon bear, and how he was adopted into a brand new family. 
Left without his mother in the Russian wilderness, Yasha was scared and alone. Would he be an orphan 
forever? Then, two young scientists named Liya and Sergey take him deep into the forest to teach him how 
to live in the wild. Yasha meets two more cubs, Shum and Shiksha, and soon the three bears are playing 
together like real brothers and sisters. The scientists protect their new family, but it is also their mission to 
raise the cubs to become wild bears with skills to survive on their own. 
  
Through heartwarming photographs of this unique rescue story, we watch Yasha learn and grow with his 
new family until he's finally ready to be on his own. Curious kids will also appreciate looking at the map of 
Yasha's homeland and places where other moon bears live, as well as learning interesting facts about them. 
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Lawlor, L. (2012). Rachel Carson and Her Book That Changed the World.  
Holiday House. 

Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
In celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the publication of Silent Spring, here is a 
biography of the pioneering environmentalist. "Once you are aware of the wonder and 
beauty of earth, you will want to learn about it," wrote Rachel Carson, the pioneering environmentalist. She 
wrote Silent Spring, the book that woke people up to the harmful impact humans were having on our planet. 
 

Lawrence A, and Spence, G. (2012). The Last Rhinos: My Battle to Save One of  
the World’s Greatest Creatures. Thomas Dunne Books. 

Level: Middle School, High School 
Subject: Science 
When Lawrence Anthony learned that the northern white rhino, living in the war-ravaged 
Congo, was on the very brink of extinction, he knew he had to act. If the world lost the sub-
species, it would be the largest land mammal since the woolly mammoth to go extinct. In The 
Last Rhinos, Anthony recounts his attempts to save these remarkable animals. 

The demand for rhino horns in the Far East has turned poaching into a dangerous black market that 
threatens the lives of not just these rare beasts, but also the rangers who protect them.  
The northern white rhino’s last refuge was in an area controlled by the infamous Lord’s Resistance Army, 
one of the most vicious rebel groups in the world. In the face of unmoving government bureaucracy, 
Anthony made a perilous journey deep into the jungle to try to find and convince them to help save the 
rhino.   An inspiring story of conservation in the face of brutal war and bureaucratic quagmires, The Last 
Rhinos will move animal lovers everywhere. 
 
Lederman, L.M. and Hill, C. (2011). Quantum Physics for Poets. Prometheus  

Books. 
Level: High School 
Subject: Science 
In this lucid, informative book, designed for the curious, a Nobel Prize laureate and a 
theoretical physicist make the seemingly daunting subject of quantum physics accessible, 
appealing, and exciting. 
 

Lee, D. (2011). Biomimicry: Inventions Inspired by Nature. Kids Can Press. 
Level: Elementary, Middle School 
Subject: Science 
Biomimicry examines the extraordinary innovations of the natural world and the human 
inventions they have inspired. Readers will learn about marvels such as high-
performance swimsuits modeled after sharkskin and the sleek front ends of Japanese 
bullet trains based on the long, streamlined beak of the kingfisher. There's also plenty 
about what glimmers on the horizon: A Brazilian beetle may be key to developing 
computers that run on light, and the gecko's humble foot may hold the secret to 

revolutionizing the way surgical wounds are closed. Best of all, nature's inventions are lean, green machines 
that are self-sustaining and generate zero waste -- yet another cue humans are taking from the natural 
world. Astounding facts, easy-to-understand prose and luminous illustrations bring the wonders of nature 
into the science lab. 
 
Leedy, L. (1996). Fraction Action. Holiday House Publishing. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
A cast of animal characters are used to help introduce the concept of fractions. 
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Lewin, T, Lewin B. (2012). Puffling Patrol. Lee & Low Books.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Ted and Betsy Lewin's illustrated account of their trip to an island off the coast of Iceland, 
where they chronicle the annual activities of The Puffling Patrol, local children who rescue 
and care for lost young puffins and facilitate their first flight out to sea. 

 
Lewis, G. (2012). One White Dolphin. Antheneum Books for Young Readers. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Kara is not sorry she punched Jake in the nose—she simply couldn’t stand to hear him 
say one more nasty thing about her missing mother, or her out-of-work father…or 
her. But it’s more than a broken nose to Jake’s family: It’s fuel for the fire. They’ve had 
it with Kara’s family and their devotion to protecting marine life and saving the reef. 
Dredging the reef will mean fisherman can reel in more money. That’s what the town 
needs.     But what the town gets is an unexpected new kid, a Paralympics sailing hopeful named Felix. When 
a baby albino dolphin caught in old fishing netting washes ashore, Felix and Kara work with vets and 
specialists to save her and reunite her with her mother, setting off a chain of events that might just save the 
reef.  Written by a veterinarian and brimming with bravery and beauty, this story of friendship, family, and 
community taps into the radiance of nature and dives into the important, timely issue of environmental 
protection and ecology. 

 
Lewis, J. S. (1997). Mining the Sky: The Untold Riches From the Asteroids,  

Comets, and Planets. Basic Books. 
Level: Middle, High School 
Subject: Science 
While we worry over the depletion of the earth’s natural resources, the pollution of our 
planet, and the challenges presented by the earth’s growing population, billions of dollars 
worth of metals, fuels, and life-sustaining substances await us in nearby space. In this 
visionary book, noted planetary scientist John S. Lewis explains how we can mine these 
precious metals from the asteroids, comets, and planets in our own solar system for use in 

space construction projects. And this is just one of the possibilities. Join John S. Lewis as he contemplates 
milking the moons of Mars for water and hollowing out asteroids for space-bound homesteaders—all while 
demonstrating the economic and technical feasibility of plans that were once considered pure fiction. 
 
 
Levine, E. (2012). Seababy: A Little Otter Returns Home. Walker Childrens. 
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
After a baby otter is separated from his mother during a storm, he washes up on shore 
alone and exhausted. A human rescues him and takes him to an aquarium where he’s 
taught how to survive in the wild—lessons his own mother would have taught if they 
hadn’t been separated. Seababy learns important tasks like diving, swimming, and 
eating, and before long he is well prepared to return home to the sea. 
  
Based on an actual program run by Monterey Bay Aquarium, Ellen Levine’s research with the scientists 
working with the baby otters lends this heartfelt tale authenticity, and Jon Van Zyle’s signature style 
captures the cute factor of these adorable babies, making this book a must have for animal lovers and 
science fans alike. 
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Llewellyn, C. (2004). Paint a Sun in the Sky: A First Look at the Seasons. Picture  
Window Books. 

Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
This book focuses on four distinct seasonal changes, is written on a primary level and 
can be used with pre-readers as a read aloud. Illustrations are child friendly, mostly 
accurate and are set in an urban location. The back of the book contains an explanation 
for the reason we have seasons, which is friendly to young readers and is useful to teachers. The Useful 
Words and Fun Facts section is helpful for teachers to conduct authentic discussion of the scientific 
principles affecting the topic of seasons. Throughout, the story is told from a child's perspective and will 
help youngsters to identify with the impact seasonal change has on their activities and dress. 
 

 
Llewellyn, C. (2003). Starting Life: Butterfly (Starting Life). Cooper Square  

 Publishing LLC. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
"A beautifully illustrated and detailed book about the life cycle of a monarch butterfly, 
Starting Life Butterfly also covers the topics of migration, predation, and ecosystems. 
The book is accurate in content but includes variations of typical egg-laying patterns for 

monarchs. Additionally, when the butterfly comes out of the chrysalis, the author refers to the butterfly as 
being “tired,” which is debatable. Regardless, this book will serve as a wonderful resource for children to 
learn about monarch butterflies. The book uses a unique disclosure page style that features two types of 
text. The main text is written at a primary level, but supplemental information on each page allows for much 
broader readability." 
 
 
Locker, T. (2008).  John Muir: America’s Naturalist. Arlington: NSTA Press.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Inspire budding conservationists with the real-life story of the Sierra Club founder. Kid-
friendly prose describes how John Muir marveled at and respected the natural world, 
how he made careful notes about plant and animal life in his journal, and how he 
worked to preserve the wilderness through the creation of national parks. Original 
quotes pepper the biography, and handsomely painted landscapes evoke the wonder and beauty that Muir 
experienced. 
 
 
Lourie, P. (2011). The Manatee Scientists: Saving Vulnerable Species. Houghton  

Mifflin Books for Children. 
Level: Elementary, Middle School 
Subject: Science 
In The Manatee Scientists, John Reynolds does an aerial count of manatees from the Florida sky; Lucy Keith 
spends a weekend rescuing manatees trapped in a dam in Senegal; and Fernando Rosas takes the author on 
an Amazonian boat trip, looking for a young manatee he released back into the wild, with emotional results. 
These scientists are working hard to save manatees: docile, large sea mammals who are eaten in some parts 
of the world, feared in others, and adored in still others. But factors such as human encroachment, disease, 
environmental hazards, and being hunted are causing their numbers to decline: they are an endangered 
species, in need of help. 
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Lourie, P. (2012). The Polar Bear Scientists. Houghton Mifflin Books for  
Children.  

Level: Elementary, Middle School 
Subject: Science 
Follow scientists as they scan the Alaskan wilderness for these magnificent creatures. 
It is springtime on the North Slope of Alaska, and the U.S. Geological Survey team—
the polar bear biologists Kristin Simac and Mike Lockhart—is gearing up for polar 
bear capturing. During a capture, all information is collected on the sea ice. The scientists locate bears from 
a helicopter, tranquilize them, give them tattoo ID numbers and tags, and collect data such as height, weight, 
and body fat measurements and samples such as blood, hair, feces, and even teeth. All this information goes 
into a 
large database studied by scientists such as Drs. Steven Amstrup and George Durner, the former and current 
leaders of the Polar Bear Research Project. For more than forty years, scientists have been capturing bears 
in order to get information. What has this information been telling scientists about polar bears and global 
warming? 
 

Lowery, L. (2012). What Can an Animal Do? Arlington: NSTA Press. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
This lively book proves that an animal can do all kinds of things! It encourages children 
to notice the characteristics and behavior of a world of different creatures: from 
gnawing, swimming beavers to spinning, climbing spiders to hopping, baby-toting 
kangaroos. What Can an Animal Do? is a lively introduction to observing, comparing, and 

describing—all things budding scientists can do, too.   What Can an Animal Do? is part of the I Wonder Why 
book series, written to ignite the curiosity of children in Grades K–3 while encouraging them to become avid 
readers. These books explore the marvels of animals, plants, and other phenomena related to science and 
nature. Included in each edition is a Parent/Teacher Handbook with coordinating activities. The I Wonder 
Why series is written by an award-winning science educator and published by NSTA Kids, a division of 
NSTA Press. 
 
Lowery, L. (2012). What Makes Different Sounds? Arlington: NSTA Press.  
Level: Elementary, Middle School 
Subject: Science 
On their walk home from school, twins Jane and Jim explore why sounds can be startling 
(like sirens), soothing (like music), or mysterious (like eerie creaking in an empty house). 
By coming along, young readers of What Makes Different Sounds? can learn as the twins do. They’ll be 
introduced to the roles vibration, pitch, and volume play in how rustles, rumbles, and rat-a-tat-tats are made 
and transferred to their own ears.   What Makes Different Sounds? is part of the I Wonder Why book series, 
written to ignite the curiosity of children in grades K–6 while encouraging them to become avid readers. 
These books explore the marvels of sound, animals, plants, and other phenomena related to science and 
nature. Included in each edition is a Parent/Teacher Handbook with coordinating activities. The I Wonder 
Why series is written by an award-winning science educator and published by NSTA Kids, a division of 
NSTA Press.  

 
Lowery, L. (2012). How Tall Was Milton? Arlington: NSTA Press. 
Level: Elementary School, Middle School 
Subject: Science 
In this funny fairy tale, it takes a village to figure out the height of Milton the friendly giant. 
The townspeople’s attempts to gauge just how big he is will entertain young readers as 
they learn the importance of standard units of measurement. How Tall Was Milton? even 

accounts for the real-life origin of such silly-sounding units as feet. 
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How Tall Was Milton? is part of the I Wonder Why book series, written to ignite the curiosity of children in 
grades K–6 while encouraging them to become avid readers. These books explore the marvels of 
measurement, animals, plants, and other phenomena related to science and nature. Included in each edition 
is a Parent/Teacher Handbook with coordinating activities. The I Wonder Why series is written by an 
award-winning science educator and published by NSTA Kids, a division of NSTA Press. 
 
 
Lowery, L. (2012). How Does a Plant Grow? Arlington: NSTA Press.  
Level: Elementary, Middle School 
Subject: Science 
Children don’t have to be botanists-in-training to discover the message of this book: “All 
plants are interesting. Even the weeds.” Young readers are sure to be intrigued by the 
wide variety of shapes, sizes, and functions in flowers, fruit trees, and all sorts of other flora. How Does a 
Plant Grow? will inspire children to be newly alert to the many wonders of the plant world, from how seeds 
sprout to why leaves turn to the light to the vital roles of stems and roots.  
 
How Does a Plant Grow? is part of the I Wonder Why book series, written to ignite the curiosity of children in 
grades K–6 while encouraging them to become avid readers. These books explore the marvels of plants, 
animals, and other phenomena related to science and nature. Included in each edition is a Parent/Teacher 
Handbook with coordinating activities. The I Wonder Why series is written by an award-winning science 
educator and published by NSTA Kids, a division of NSTA Press. 
 
 

Lowery, L. (2012). What Does an Animal Eat? Arlington: NSTA Press. 
Level: Elementary, Middle School 
Subject: Science 
Kids who want to know all about animals will find this book fascinating. What Does an 
Animal Eat? offers insights into two special aspects of hungry animals: how their teeth 
and beaks offer clues to what they eat and the food chain’s role in helping to make sure 
there’s enough for all. Illustrated with detailed drawings, the book’s simple explanations 

lay the foundation for a deeper understanding of animal adaptation and the need for human help to protect 
the food chain.  
 
What Does an Animal Eat? is part of the I Wonder Why book series, written to ignite the curiosity of children 
in grades K–6 while encouraging them to become avid readers. These books explore the marvels of animals, 
plants, and other phenomena related to science and nature. Included in each edition is a Parent/Teacher 
Handbook with coordinating activities. The I Wonder Why series is written by an award-winning science 
educator and published by NSTA Kids, a division of NSTA Press. 
 
 
Lunde, D.P. (2011). After the Kill. Charlesbridge Pub Inc. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
A hungry lioness attacks a grazing zebra on the plains of East Africa. She bites it in 
the throat. The zebra is dead. After the kill, the lioness and her pride rip the carcass 
open and eat. Vultures swoop in and fight over scraps of meat, and cunning jackals 
compete with bone-crushing hyenas for a piece of the feast. Life on the plain is a 
constant, dramatic struggle for surviaval between predator, prey, and scavenger 
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Lyon, G.E. (2001). Counting in the Woods. DK CHILDREN.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
 
This counting book uses nature as the theme.  Beautiful woodsy photographs illustrate 
each of the counting numbers, 1 through 10. The interdisciplinary theme of the book 
makes it especially worthwhile for the prekindergarten and kindergarten classroom.  

 
 
Markle, S. (2011). Butterfly Tree. Peachtree Publishers.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
One late afternoon in early September, Jilly sees something. It looks like it s raining 
black pepper from a clear blue sky. Then the black rain becomes a wispy mist. And 
then a spooky orange cloud. What can it be? Jilly and Mom set out to identify the 
mysterious orange cloud. The closer they get, the more Jilly’s guesses change. 
Gradually, the hidden world of nature opens to mother and daughter. This imaginative description of 
Monarch butterfly migration reminds us that a loving parent can empower a child to discover the mysteries 
of the natural world and to enjoy that discovery again and again. Because when you’re making a memory, 
you want it to last as long as possible. 
 
 

Markle, S. (2011). Family Pack. Charlesbridge Pub Inc. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
The story focuses on two real–life wolves in the Leopold pack, Female 7 and Male 2 (the 
numbers scientists use in the tagging process); they were among fourteen wolves in 
1995 in the 2.2 million acre national park. In the book, Markle’s language flows 
effortlessly, like the lines “now she roams, like a castaway, in a land that is pure 
unknown”, with Alan Marks’ stunning illustrations from nature. 
 

 
Markle, S. (2006). Slippery, Slimy Baby Frogs. Walker Children. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
"Spectacular color photographs and engaging text help readers learn about frog species 
around the world. This book goes beyond typical egg-tadpole-adult life cycle 
descriptions to highlight diverse processes through which frog eggs transform into 
adults. It includes physical and behavioral characteristics and a short note about 
declining frog populations." 
 

 
Markle, S. (2012). Waiting for Ice. Charlesbridge Publishing. 
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
Based on the true story of an orphaned cub. Far north in the Arctic Ocean on Wrangel 
Island, an orphaned polar ear cub struggles to find food. Without a mother to feed her, 
this young female must fend for herself. Due to rising global temperatures, food is hard to 
find because the pack ice that the bears rely on for hunting is late in coming. 
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Marrin, A. (2012). Black Gold: The Story of Oil in Our Lives. Knopf Books for  
Young Readers. 

Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Oil is not pretty, but it is a resource that drives the modern world.  It has made fortunes 
for the lucky few and provided jobs for millions of ordinary folks.  Thick and slippery, 
crude oil has an evil smell. Yet without it, life as we live it today would be impossible. Oil 
fuels our engines, heats our homes, and powers the machines that make the everyday 

things we take for granted, from shopping bags to computers to medical equipment. Nations throughout the 
last century have gone to war over it.  Indeed, oil influences every aspect of modern life. It helps shape the 
history, society, politics, and economy of every nation on earth.  This riveting new book explores what oil is 
and the role this precious resource has played in America and the world. 
 
Mayer, M. (2009). Bubble Bubble. Arlington: NSTA Press.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
With magic bubble solution, a boy discovers that he can blow any kind of bubble 
imaginable: a kangaroo, a bird, a car, or a boat. Mercer Mayer's colorful illustrations 
enliven this engaging tale of mysterious bubbles. 
 

 
McReynolds, L. (2012). Eight Days Gone. Charlesbridge Publishing. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Brilliant poetry describes an out-of-this-world experience in space exploration. 
 

 
Messer, K. (2012). Eye of the Storm. Walker Childrens.  
Level: Elementary, Middle 
Subject: Science 
In the not-too-distant future, huge tornadoes and monster storms have become a part 
of everyday life. Sent to spend the summer in the heart of storm country with her 
meteorological engineer father, Jaden Meggs is surprised at the strides her father's 
company StormSafe, has made with custom shelters that keep her family safe in even 
the worst of storms. At her exclusive summer science camp, Eye On Tomorrow, Jaden 
meets Alex, a boy whose passion for science matches hers. Together, they discover that her father's 
company is steering storms away from the expensive neighborhoods and toward the organic farming 
communities that are in competition with his bio-engineered food company, NatureMade. Jaden must 
confront her father, but when she does, she uncovers a terrifying family secret and must call on both her 
scientific knowledge and her faith to save the people she loves most from one of her father's monster 
storms. 

 
Messner, K. (2011). Over and Under the Snow. Chronicle Books.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Over the snow, the world is hushed and white.  
But under the snow is a secret world of squirrels and snowshoe hares, bears and bullfrogs, 
and many other animals who live through the winter, safe and warm. 
OVER AND UNDER THE SNOW takes readers on a cross country ski trip through the winter 
woods to discover the secret world of animals living under the snow. 
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Miller, D.S. (2012). Survival at 120 Above. Walker Childrens. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
After exploring one of the coldest places on Earth, Debbie S. Miller travels to one of the 
hottest places, to introduce readers to the variety of animals who call the desert home 
and show the ways they have adapted to survive temperatures as high as 120 degrees. 
Creatures such as the sand goanna and red kangaroo have fascinating and unique 
coping mechanisms for keeping it cool at these extreme temperatures. Miller's expert research and 
accessible writing will captivate readers as Jon Van Zyle's signature illustrations beautifully depict these 
animals and their desert habitat. 

 
Montgomery, S and Grandin, T. (2012). Temple Grandin: How the Girl Who  

Lobed Cows Embraced Autism and Changed the World. Houghton Mifflin  
Books for Children. 

Level: Elementary, Middle, High School 
Subject: Science 
When Temple Grandin was born, her parents knew that she was different. Years later she 
was diagnosed with autism.  While Temple’s doctor recommended a hospital, her mother 
believed in her. Temple went to school instead.   Today, Dr. Temple Grandin is a scientist 
and professor of animal science at Colorado State University. Her world-changing career 

revolutionized the livestock industry. As an advocate for autism, Temple uses her experience as an example 
of the unique contributions that autistic people can make.   This compelling biography complete with 
Temple’s personal photos takes us inside her extraordinary mind and opens the door to a broader 
understanding of autism. 
 
Morgan, E. (2012). Next Time You See a Seashell. Arlington: NSTA Press.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
This lively book proves that an animal can do all kinds of things! It encourages children 
to notice the characteristics and behavior of a world of different creatures: from 
gnawing, swimming beavers to spinning, climbing spiders to hopping, baby-toting kangaroos. What Can an 
Animal Do? is a lively introduction to observing, comparing, and describing—all things budding scientists 
can do, too.  What Can an Animal Do? is part of the I Wonder Why book series, written to ignite the curiosity 
of children in Grades K–3 while encouraging them to become avid readers. These books explore the marvels 
of animals, plants, and other phenomena related to science and nature. Included in each edition is a 
Parent/Teacher Handbook with coordinating activities. The I Wonder Why series is written by an award-
winning science educator and published by NSTA Kids, a division of NSTA Press. 
 

Morgan, E. (2012). Next Time You See a Sunset. Arlington: NSTA Press. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
“Next time you see a sunset, stop and sit down for a while.”  
This book’s tempting opening line invites children and adults to take in a daily 
phenomenon with fresh eyes. By reading Next Time You See a Sunset together, you can 
learn to appreciate the spinning of the Earth, the progress of day into night, and the 

reasons for the spectacular colors and shadows that accompany sunrise and sunset.   Awaken a sense of 
wonder in a child with the Next Time You See series from NSTA Kids. The books will inspire elementary-age 
children to experience the enchantment of everyday phenomena such as seashells and sunsets. Free 
supplementary activities are available on the NSTA website.   Especially designed to be experienced with an 
adult—be it a parent, teacher, or friend—Next Time You See books serve as a reminder that you don’t have 
to look far to find something remarkable in nature. 
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Morlock, L. (2012). Track that Scat! Sleeping Bear Press. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
When Finn and her dog Skeeter set out on a hike to cure their restless feet, they literally 
take a step into nature. A big gooey step...right into scat (also known as poop). And just 
like the animal it comes from, scat comes in all shapes and sizes. Scat, along with foot or 
paw tracks, can tell a lot about the creature who produced it.  As Finn's hike takes her 

further into the woods, she happens along some scat and tracks from a variety of woodland creatures.  
Pairing punchy rhyme with science writing, Lisa Morlock has created the perfect nature guide, providing 
detailed descriptions of the prints, diets, and behaviors of the animals that Finn and Skeeter encounter along 
their hike.  Watch your step! 
 
Morrison, G. (2008). Nature in the Neighborhood. Sandpiper.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Nature in the Neighborhood is a beautifully illustrated and informative book about the 
abundance of animals and plants in an urban environment and how these organisms change 
with the seasons. The author demonstrates how nature can be found in one’s backyard, 
making this a valuable resource for anyone living in an urban setting. 
 
 

Murphy, J. and Blank, A. (2012). Invincible Microbe: Tuberculosis and the  
 Never-Ending Search for a Cure. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. 

Level: Middle School, High School 
Subject: Science 
This is the story of a killer that has been striking people down for thousands of years: 
tuberculosis. After centuries of ineffective treatments, the microorganism that causes TB 

was identified, and the cure was thought to be within reach—but drug-resistant varieties continue to plague 
and panic the human race. The “biography” of this deadly germ, an account of the diagnosis, treatment, and 
“cure” of the disease over time, and the social history of an illness that could strike anywhere but was most 
prevalent among the poor are woven together in an engrossing, carefully researched narrative. 
 
 
Murphy, S. and Tusa, T. (2008). Lemonade for Sale. Harper Trophy Publishing.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
Children decide to sell lemonade to make money to fix their clubhouse. For three days, 
they keep a bar graph to track their sales. 
 
 

Murphy, S.J. (1998). A Fair Bear Share. HarperTrophy. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
Mama Bear sends her cubs to gather the ingredients for a pie.  She tells them that if they 
get enough, they will each get their fair bear share of the pie.  As the cubs return from 
each gathering trip, Mama bear helps them count the contents of each basket and add to 
get the total.  Drawings show collections of up to 100 objects grouped by tens to 

reinforce place-value ideas for students in grades 1-2.  In addition to the mathematical ideas, the story 
also shows what happens when one member of a group does not do his/her fair share. 
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Murphy, S.J. (1999). Spunky Monkeys on Parade. HarperCollins Children’s  
Books.  

Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
The Monkey Day Parade features cyclists riding in pairs, tumblers in groups of three, and 
band members marching in rows of four. Readers are encouraged to skip count by 2s, 3s, 
and 4s. The book is cleverly and colorfully illustrated and is written in rhyme. Suggestions for related 
activities and extensions are included. Other books that feature skip counting are listed at the end. 
 

Murphy, S.J. (2003). The Sundae Scoop. HarperTropy.  
Level: Elementary 2-4 
Subject: Math 
Children decide how many different sundaes can be made for the class picnic with a 
given number of ice cream flavors and a given number of toppings. They explore the 
possible combinations by charting the choices of ice cream and toppings in a tree 
diagram.  As toppings spill and ice cream melts, they investigate the effect on the 

number of original choices. At the end of the story, the author suggests extensions of the activity and lists 
other ideas, activities, and related literature for teachers. 
 
Murray, E.A. (2012). Forensic Identification: Putting a Name and Face on Death. 21st 
Century. 
Level: Middle, High School 
Subject: Science 
A small plane crashes into a cornfield and bursts into flames. The three men aboard and their pilot 
are killed in the inferno. The bodies are burned beyond recognition. Can they be identified? A park 
ranger uncovers a human torso along a walking path in a nature preserve. The next day, a 
sanitation worker spots two human legs jutting out of a dumpster. That same afternoon, a man finds the severed head 
of a young woman along the side of the road. Are these body parts linked? If so, who is the victim? About 4,000 
unidentified deceased persons are discovered in the United States every year. But forensic experts are successful in 
identifying about 3,000 of those bodies within a year. In Human Identification: Putting a Name and Face on Death , 
forensic anthropologist Dr. Elizabeth A. Murray takes readers into the morgues and forensic labs where experts use 
advanced technology to determine the identities of dead bodies whose names are not known because the bodies are 
mutilated, decomposed beyond recognition, or cut into pieces. She also explores what happens to the cadavers and 
remains that belong to people who have been missing for so long that law enforcement and forensic files are no longer 
active. Through a wide range of fascinating scientific methods—including DNA testing, facial reconstruction, dental 
records, blood analysis, fingerprinting, and x rays--forensic specialists work to piece together the stories that will give 
names back to the unknown dead and missing. Come along to watch the experts do their amazing work. 

 
Myller, R. (1991). How Big is a Foot. Yearling Publishing. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
 The King wants to give the Queen something special for her birthday. The Queen has 
everything, everything except a bed. The trouble is that no one in the Kingdom knows the 
answer to a very important question: How Big is a Bed? 

 
Nargi, L. (2011). The Honeybee Man. Schwartz & Wade.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Every morning, Fred climbs three flights of stairs—up to his rooftop in Brooklyn, New 
York—and greets the members of his enormous family: "Good morning, my bees, my 
darlings!" His honeybee workers are busy—they tend the hive, feed babies, and make 
wax rooms. They also forage in flowers abloom across Brooklyn . . . so that, one day, Fred can make his 
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famous honey, something the entire neighborhood looks forward to tasting. Lela Nargi's beautifully written 
story—accompanied by Kyrsten Brooker's collage-style illustrations—offers an inside look at the life of an 
endearing beekeeper and the honey-making process. 
 
 
Neauschwander, C. and Geehan, W. (1997). Sir Cumference and the First Round  

Table. Charlesbridge Publishing.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
Inspired by King Arthur's Knights of the Round Table, this book tells the story of how one 
Knight, Sir Cumference, and his wife, Lady Di of Ameter, and their son Radius overcome 
seating issues for the Knights. Beginning with a long rectangle, they try tables shaped like a square, a 
parallelogram, a triangle, an octagon, and an oval, before settling on a round table as the best solution. King 
Arthur is so pleased with their work that he decrees that the circumference, diameter, and radius of a circle 
shall be so named in honor of his worthy subjects. 
 

 
Neauschwander, C. and Geehan, W. (2001). Sir Cumference and the Great  

 Knight of Angleland. Charlesbridge Publishing. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
This story is about a young man named Radius, the son of Sir Cumference and Lady Di of 
Ameter, and the quest he must pursue to become a knight.  He uses his family's prized 
possession, a medallion in the shape of a circle, to help him on his quest. He uses geometry 

and his knowledge of different kinds of angles to help him in his adventures. 
 
 
Neauschwander, C. and Geehan, W. (2003). Sir Cumference and the Sword in  

the Cone. Charlesbridge Publishing.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
King Arthur has issued a challenge. The first knight to find the sword Edgecalibur will be 
the next king. Join Sir Cumference, Lady Di of Ameter, and their son, Radius, as they race to help their friend, 
Vertex, find the sword.  With their aid, he cuts out 2-dimensional shapes and folds them to make solid 
figures.  He then makes a data table to explore the relationship between faces, vertices, and edges of 
polyhedra. The last two conditions in King Arthur's clue help Vertex unravel the mystery of the location of 
the sword. 
 
 

Newell DePalma, M. (2005). A Grand Old Tree. Arthur A. Levine Books. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Once there was a grand old tree, whose roots sank deep into the earth and whose arms 
reached high into the sky. Every spring the grand old tree flowered and bore cherries for 
the squirrels and birds that made their homes in her leafy branches. And every year, 
seeds from the tree scattered in the wind, along with many millions of leaves. Mary 
Newell DePalma creates an emotional tale of life and renewal, of nature's bounty and 
quiet balance, illustrated with simple images made powerful with vivid colors and 

moving compositions 
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Newman, M. (2010). Polar Bears. Henry Holt and Co.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Full of fascinating information, this book explores the world of the polar bear on land 
and under water. Get ready to be wooed by adorable baby cubs and impressed by 
majestic adult bears captured in stunning photographs by renowned wildlife 
photographer Mark Newman. 
 
Newquist, HP. (2012). The Book of Blood: From Legends and Leeches to  

Vampires and Veins. Houghton Mifflin Books for Children. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
HP Newquist takes young readers on an engaging tour of the world of blood, from 
ancient history to modern science—with an occasional trip to the very strange side of 
the most important tissue in our bodies. Oddly enough, scientists began to understand 
this fascinating fluid only within the past one hundred years and how its microscopic 
components nourish the entire body. 
Whether the tales of vampires, medieval medical practices, and Mayan sacrificial 
rites captivate or terrify, this comprehensive investigation into blood’s past and present 
will surely enthrall. And if this account is a little bloodcurdling, well, that’s half the 
fun! 
 

Nivola, C.A. (2012). Life in the Ocean: The Story of Oceanographer Sylvia Earle.  
Farrar, Straus, and Giroux.  

Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Sylvia Earle first lost her heart to the ocean as a young girl when she discovered the 
wonders of the Gulf of Mexico in her backyard. As an adult, she dives even deeper. 
Whether she’s designing submersibles, swimming with the whales, or taking deep-water 
walks, Sylvia Earle has dedicated her life to learning more about what she calls “the blue 

heart of the planet.” With stunningly detailed pictures of the wonders of the sea, Life in the Ocean tells the 
story of Sylvia’s growing passion and how her ocean exploration and advocacy have made her known 
around the world. This picture book biography also includes an informative author’s note that will motivate 
young environmentalists. 
 
O’Malley, K. (2008). Leo Cockroach… Toy Tester. Arlington: NSTA Press.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Leo Cockroach, a dedicated but secret toy tester, knows that creating a good toy requires 
many hours of research, design, and testing. Unfortunately, the CEO of Waddatoy Toys 
doesn’t appreciate his knack for recognizing the hottest toys—she’s too busy trying to 
squash the “horrible little bug” with her high-heeled shoe! Students will undoubtedly giggle 
at Kevin O’Malley’s playful depictions of the insect-size office worker’s occupational hazards and his attempt 
to find more respect at the competitor’s shop. They’ll also recognize Leo’s scientific approach to product 
testing and quickly identify the hallmarks of any well-defined invention. 

 
Otoshi, K. (2010). Zero. KO Kids Books. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
Zero is a big round number. When she looks at herself, she just sees a hole right in her center. 
Every day she watches the other numbers line up to count: "1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 . . . !" "Those numbers 
have value. That's why they count," she thinks. But how could a number worth nothing become 
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something? Zero feels empty inside. She watches One having fun with the other numbers. One has bold strokes and 
squared corners. Zero is big and round with no corners at all. "If I were like One, then I can count too," she thinks. So 
she pushes and pulls, stretches and straightens, forces and flattens herself, but in the end she realizes that she can 
only be Zero. As budding young readers learn about numbers and counting, they are also introduced to accepting 
different body types, developing social skills and character, and learning what it means to find value in yourself and in 
others. 

 
Page, R. (2011). Time for a Bath. Houghton Mifflin Books for Children.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
The unusual topic of this NSTA/CBC Outstanding Trade Book—how animals clean 
themselves—will fascinate the youngest readers or listeners; it has a naturally 
authentic link to their own lives. But it provides the basis for discussions with older 
elementary students as well. Whether they bathe in the rain or get help from ants, the 
adaptations that these species use to maintain their health also link them to diverse 

habitats around the world. 
 
Pattison, D.  (2012). Desert Baths. Sylvan Dell Publishing. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Watch the vulture bask in the morning sun, the roadrunner kick up a cloud of dust, the 
javelina wallow, and the bobcat give her cub a licking with a rough tongue in Desert Baths. 
As the sun travels across the sky, learn how twelve different desert animals face the 
difficulties of staying clean in a dry and parched land. Explore the desert habitat through its 
animals and their habits of hygiene. Told in lyrical prose, this story is a celebration of the desert lands of the 
American Southwest. 
 

Pearsall, S. (2006). All of the Above. Little, Brown, and Company. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
Based on a true 2002 school project conducted at Alexander Hamilton School in Cleveland, 
Ohio, All of the Above tells the story of four inner-city middle school students and their 
mathematics teacher and their quest to build the world's largest tetrahedron. The story is told 
in the form of journal entries written by the students and their teacher. Facts about 

tetrahedrons are included, as are connections between mathematics and life.  Extra tidbits include 
intriguing mathematical problems and food recipes readers can try. 
 
Person, S. (2011). Saving Animals from Oil Spills. Bearport Publishing. 
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
Narritive Non Fiction. Tells a great true story upfront with amazing pictures then detailed 
information about rescuing animals from disasters. 
 

Peddicord, J.A. (2005). Night Wonders. Charlesbridge Publishing.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
This book introduces young students to various objects in the universe such as the moon, 
planets, nebulae, and galaxies through both poetry and informational text. The poetry 
portion describes a fantasy trip in which the reader travels around the universe on a 
beam of light. The informational text presents scientifically accurate information about 
the object described in the poem. Beautiful photographs accompany the text for each 
object. 
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Peterson, B. (2012). Leopard & Silkie: One Boy’s Quest to Save the Seal Pups.  

Henry Holt and Co. 
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
In the Pacific Northwest, concerned volunteers become seal sitters, keeping vigil over 
the vulnerable baby seals that are left on the shore while their mothers hunt for food. 
Surviving in the animal kingdom is never easy and this informative picture book gives a first-hand look at 
what baby seals are up against. With its emphasis on human compassion, this true account teaches children 
to appreciate the natural world by helping in any way they can.  The star of the book is six year old Miles, 
who organizes his own rescue mission to help the seals survive. 
 

Pinczes, E. and Mackain, B. (1999). One Hundred Hungry Ants. Houghton Miffin. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
With "a hey and a hi dee ho," one hundred hungry ants scurry off to a picnic in search of 
yummies for their empty tummies.  As the 100 ants move in single file formation, the 
littlest ant suggests that they could get there much faster if they were in more 
columns with fewer ants per line.  The ants agree and form 2 lines of 50 and continue 

their journey.  The littlest ant continues to prod them to go faster by increasing the number of columns.  This 
story will prompt students to think about the various factor pairs for 100 as the ants move faster and faster 
toward their lunch.  At last they make it to the picnic site, only to find the food is all gone!  The 99 ants with 
"growling tummies" go off in pursuit of the littlest ant for using up too much time rearranging them! 
 
Pinczes, E. and Mackain, B. (2002). A Remainder of One. Houghton Miffin. 
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Math 
Introduces a regiment of 25 beetles on parade. Their blue bug queen "likes things tidy," 
and when the bugs march two by two, she notices that one bug brings up the rear. 
 

Powell, C. (2012). Nature’s Patchwork Quilt: Understanding Habitats. Dawn  
Pubns. 

Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science  
Just imagine all of nature— mountains, prairies, oceans, and all—lying on your bed as a 
patchwork quilt! Take flora and fauna in their unique habitats, fold them up and you have a 
book, this book. Earth's major habitats are spread before you, ready to be examined. Here 
in this beautiful package are revealed the key concepts of natural science. This patchwork 

quilt of nature covers the whole Earth, your home—yours to learn about, to enjoy, to care for, and to love. 
 

 
Pratt-Serafini, K.J. (2001). Salamander Rain: A Lake & Pond Journal. Dawn  

 Pubns. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
"Bold illustrations and journal notes, maps, clips from news articles, and fun tidbits 
provide a brilliant model for student journals. The story joyfully describes major 
seasonal changes that occur in a temperate pond community." 
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Pringle, L. (2012). Frogs!: Strange and Wonderful. Boyds Mills Press. 
Level: Lower Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Are kids going to love this book? Is a frog waterproof? The latest title in the popular 
Strange and Wonderful series delivers the awe-inspiring variety of the world’s 
hoppiest amphibians. The goliath frog is more than a foot long. The tiny gold frog 
could sit on a dime. Some frogs have camouflage. Others wear bold colors warning 
their enemies that they are poisonous. Some frogs leap, others hop, one is a runner, and a few glide from 
tree to tree with their big, webbed hands and feet! Laurence Pringle’s knack for choosing and presenting 
surprising facts and Meryl Henderson’s gift for beautiful, realistic nature illustrations come together once 
again in a celebration of one of nature’s most fascinating marvels. 
 
 

Reimer, L. and Reimer, W. (1990). Mathematicians Are People, Too: Stories  
 from the Lives of Great Mathematicians. Dale Seymour Publications 

Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
This book is a collection of 15 stories that can be read aloud in the classroom to give 
students insight into the lives of mathematicians.  The goal of the book is to show 
students how mathematicians observe patterns and test their observations and that we 
use these methods today. Each story shows the particular mathematician as a person 

first, then a mathematician, thus making the mathematicians more real to the students. Each story gives a 
brief history of the mathematician and provides students with background into specific mathematical 
concepts. This book contains stories of Thales, Pythagoras, Archimedes, Hypatia, Napier, Galileo, Pascal, 
Newton, Euler, Lagrange, Germain, Gauss, Galois, Noether, and Ramanujan. 
 
 
Reimer, L. and Reimer, W. (1995). Mathematicians Are People, Too: Volume  

Two. Dale Seymour Publications  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
This book is a collection of short stories of the lives of famous mathematicians, 
including Euclid, Khayyam, Fibonacci, Cardano, Descartes, Fermat, Agnesi, Banneker, 
Babbage, Somerville, Abel, Lovelace, Kovalevsky, Einstein, and Polya. The stories are 
about 10 pages in length and can easily be shared in a classroom setting.  Each story 
describes the personal life of the individual and the background behind the discovery 
of the mathematical ideas. There is a glossary of terms in the back of the book and a list of resources. The 
book also provides suggestions for teachers, including a list of topics and the stories that correspond. 
Geometry, for example, is highlighted in the stories about Euclid, Fibonacci, Descartes, Fermat, Agnesi, and 
Khayyam. 
 
 

Rotner, S. (2012). Body Actions. Holiday House.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
This book is filled with photos of kids running, jumping, riding bikes, and using all five 
senses. The photos are overlaid with illustrations of the nervous, skeletal, muscular, 
respiratory, and circulatory systems and major organs to show the amazing ways in 
which active bodies function. 
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Rusch, E. (2012). The Mighty Mars Rovers: The Incredible Adventures of Spirit  
and Opportunity. Houghton Mifflin Books for Children.  

Level: Elementary, Middle 
Subject: Science 
On June 10, 2003, a little rover named Spirit blasted off on a rocket headed for Mars. On 
July 7, 2003, a twin rover named Opportunity soared through the solar system with the 
same mission: to find out if Mars ever had water that could have supported life.  A 
thrilling addition to the acclaimed Scientists in the Field series, The Mighty Mars Rovers tells the greatest 
space robot adventure of all time through the eyes—and heart—of Steven Squyres, professor of astronomy 
at Cornell University and lead scientist on the mission.  This suspenseful page-turner captures the hair-
raising human emotions felt during the adventures with two tough rovers. 
 
 

Sciecska, J. and Smith, L. (1995). Math Curse. Viking Publisher. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
Did you ever wake up to one of those days where everything is a problem? You have 10 
things to do, but only 30 minutes till the bus leaves. Is there enough time? This is an 
amusing book about dealing with numbers in everyday life. 
 

 
Schindel, J. (2008). What Did They See? Arlington: NSTA Press.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
What better way to launch your classroom discussion on the reflective behavior of light 
than with John Schindel’s energetic story about four animal friends who discover “the 
most amazing thingamajig whatchamacallit thingamabob any of them had ever seen?” 
Students will be on the edge of their seats trying to guess what the elusive find might be. The reveal on the 
last page—a mirror—is sure to tickle budding scientists, who will be eager to see how they can manipulate 
light using their own mirrors. Doug Cushman’s vibrant watercolor and pen-and-ink illustrations add to the 
fun. 
 

Schonberg, M. (2002). Cardinal Numbers: An Ohio Counting Book. Sleeping Bear  
 Press. 

Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
This counting book begins a journey through Ohio by counting 1 Goodyear blimp, 2 
horses pulling a boat on the Erie Canal, and continuing up to 14 shiny whistles made 
in Columbus.  Not only do readers get to count the objects on each page, but the 
teacher can read aloud the paragraphs in the margins that are full of interesting 

facts about Ohio.  Students will also enjoy looking for the buckeyes hidden throughout the book.  In addition 
to the counting pages, at the end of the book are ten Ohio mathematical problems to solve or think about.    
 
 
Schnur, S. (2000). Spring Thaw. Viking Juvenile.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
"Amidst beautiful illustrations, the text explores the changes in farmland as the signs of 
spring appear. More than melting of the snow, the story observes the gathering of maple 
syrup, the magnificence of young lambs, and the return of birds as spring arrives." 
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Schwartz, D.M. (1985). How Much is a Million? HarperTrophy. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
Let Marvelosissimo, the Mathematical Magician, guide students into the world of large 
numbers. They will sail past one hundred thousand stars and see towers of children 
reaching toward Saturn's rings as the concepts of a million, billion, and trillion are made 
vivid in the mind-stretching scenes illustrated by Steven Kellogg. Elementary students 

will delight in the pictures, and middle grades students will enjoy checking the author's numerical claims. 
The assumptions underlying various estimates, for example, that it would take 95 years to count to a billion, 
are listed in the back of the book for easy reference.  
 
Schwartz, D.M. (1999). If You Hopped Like a Frog. Scholastic Press.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
Through illustrations as well as text, this book introduces the concepts of ratio and 
proportion by comparing what humans would be able to do if they had the capabilities of 
different animals. For example, if you ate like a shrew, you could devour more than 700 
hamburgers in a day! The last pages of the book provide all the facts that validate the 
claims and explain how they translate into human terms. The measurements for each ratio are listed, along 
with questions that help students calculate the equivalent ratio for their own measurements. 
 

Schwartz, D.M. (1989). If You Made a Million. Mulberry Books. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
This children's picture book shows different forms of money, such as coins, paper money, 
and checks.  The author starts by showing equivalent forms of cash (10 dimes is worth the 
same as 20 nickels is worth the same as 100 pennies).  For large amounts of money, checks 
are more efficient, and the author explains to young readers how banks use checks to 
transfer money from one person to another. Savings and the earning and compounding of 
interest are discussed, along with borrowing and the paying of interest. This book is an 

engaging introduction to some fundamentals of personal finance. 
 
Schwartz, D.M. (1999). On Beyond a Million: An Amazing Math Journey.  

Dragonfly Books. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
This book provides a context for exploring extremely large numbers, including 
googol and beyond. Students involved in popping popcorn for an assembly have a 
popcorn machine that is out of control, and they are curious to find out the number of kernels popped.  Since 
it is impossible to count fast enough, Professor X suggests “power counting” using powers of 10 to do the 
job.  Many interesting facts involving large quantities emerge along the way. 
 

Sidman, Joyce. (2011). Swirl by Swir:l Spirals in Nature.  Houghton Mifflin  
Books for Children. 

Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
A Caldecott medalist and a Newbery Honor-winning poet celebrate the beauty and 
value of spirals.What makes the tiny snail shell so beautiful? Why does that shape 
occur in nature over and over again—in rushing rivers, in a flower bud, even inside 
your ear?  With simplicity and grace, Krommes and Sidman not only reveal the many 
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spirals in nature—from fiddleheads to elephant tusks, from crashing waves to spiraling galaxies—but also 
celebrate the beauty and usefulness of this fascinating shape. 
 
Sill, C. (2012). About Habitats: Grasslands. Peachtree Publishers. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
This informative book in the ABOUT HABITATS series explains in simple, easy-to-
understand language what grasslands are and how wildlife survives in these 
diverse environments. The text describes the characteristics of different types of 
grasslands from North America s tallgrass prairies to African savannas and shows 
how various species of animals and plants have adapted to life in these habitats. An afterword and glossary 
provide more detailed information about grasslands. 

 
Sill, C. (2011). About Hummingbirds: A Guide for Children. Peachtree  

Publishers. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
In this latest book in the acclaimed About... series, educator and author Cathryn Sill 
uses simple, easy-to-understand language to teach children what hummingbirds are, 
how they look, how they move, what they eat, and where they live. Illustrator John 
Sill introduces readers to many varieties of hummingbirds, from the smallest type 

the Bee Hummingbird of Cuba to the largest the Giant Hummingbirds of the Andes Mountains in South 
America. An afterword provides details on the hummingbirds featured and inspires young readers to learn 
more about them. 
 
Sill, C. (2012). About Habitats: Oceans. Peachtree Publishers. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Award-winning author Cathryn Sill and her husband, noted wildlife illustrator John 
Sill, offer young readers a first glimpse into ocean habitats. In simple, easy-to-
understand language, this guide teaches children what oceans are and what kinds 
of animals and plants live there. A glossary and afterword provide readers with 
further fascinating details. 
 

Silvey, A. (2012). The Plant Hunters: True Stories of Their Daring Adventures to  
the Far Corners of the Earth. Farrar, Straus and Giroux (BYR).  

Level: Elementary, Middle School 
Subject: Science 
Driven by an all-consuming passion, the plant hunters traveled around the world, 
facing challenges at every turn: tropical illnesses, extreme terrain, and dangerous animals. 
They battled piranhas, tigers, and vampire bats. Even the plants themselves could be 

lethal! But these intrepid eighteenth- and nineteenth-century explorers were determined to find and collect 
new and unusual specimens, no matter what the cost. Then they tried to transport the plants—and 
themselves—home alive. Creating an important legacy in science, medicine, and agriculture, the plant 
hunters still inspire the scientific and environmental work of contemporary plant enthusiasts. 
Working from primary sources—journals, letters, and notes from the field—Anita Silvey introduces us to 
these daring adventurers and scientists. She takes readers into the heart of their expeditions to then-
uncharted places such as the Amazon basin, China, and India. As she brings a colorful cast of characters to 
life, she shows what motivated these Indiana Jones–type heroes. In The Plant Hunters, science, history, and 
adventure have been interwoven to tell a largely forgotten—yet fascinating—story. 
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Silverstein, Ken. (2005). The Radioactive Boy Scout: The Frightening True Story  

 of a Whiz Kid and His Homemade Nuclear Reactor. Villard. 
Level: High School 
Subject: Science 
Growing up in suburban Detroit, David Hahn was fascinated by science. While he was 
working on his Atomic Energy badge for the Boy Scouts, David’s obsessive attention turned 
to nuclear energy. Throwing caution to the wind, he plunged into a new project: building a 

model nuclear reactor in his backyard garden shed.  Posing as a physics professor, David solicited 
information on reactor design from the U.S. government and from industry experts. Following blueprints he 
found in an outdated physics textbook, David cobbled together a crude device that threw off toxic levels of 
radiation. His wholly unsupervised project finally sparked an environmental emergency that put his town’s 
forty thousand suburbanites at risk. The EPA ended up burying his lab at a radioactive dumpsite in Utah. 
This offbeat account of ambition and, ultimately, hubris has the narrative energy of a first-rate thriller. 
 
Simon, S. (2011). Butterflies. HarperCollins. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Award-winning science writer Seymour Simon invites readers to explore the world of 
butterflies and moths with fascinating facts and stunning full-color photographs.  
Learn where to find butterflies and moths, how to observe them in nature, and how to 
plant your very own butterfly garden!  

 
Simon, S. (2003). The Moon. Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
An exciting introduction to Earth's nearest neighbor, The Moon features wonderful 
color photography and very informative text. The book starts by outlining the work of 
early scientists and takes the reader through the Moon explorations of Apollo 
astronauts. 

 
Simon, S. (2012). Seymour Simon’s Extreme Earth Records. Chronicle Books.  
Level: Elementary, Middle School  
Subject: Science 
Imagine exploring the most extreme parts of our amazing planet—trekking though the 
driest desert, climbing the snowiest mountaintops, and diving to the deepest regions of the 
ocean floor. Seymour Simon, the dean of children's science nonfiction, investigates Earth's 
biggest, smallest, deepest, and coldest environments, animals, plants, and most severe 
weather. These mind-bending facts and photographs invite readers on an exciting, and 
sometimes unbelievable, scientific expedition of Earth's most amazing records! 
 

Singer, M. (2010). Caterpillars. EarlyLight Books. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Caterpillars attract children like magnets—their shapes, colors, and locomotion 
styles are impossible to resist. Now children can explore the dazzling diversity of 
the world s caterpillars illustrated in hundreds of four-color photos. The charm of 
these larval forms of moths and butterflies is captured in verse and easy-to-follow 
narrative text by award-winning nature writer Marilyn Singer. Discover 
caterpillars with bright colors and fake faces used to deter predators. See why 
their amazing patterns help caterpillars blend in with surroundings such as 
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leaves, tree trunks, and even bird poop! Marvel at species that travel great distances in herds through 
forests in search of food, and others that live alone, dangling on the ends of leaves. Learn why caterpillars 
are hungrier than teenagers, storing food energy for their transformation into butterflies and moths during 
metamorphosis, and why some birds and insects view caterpillars as the tastiest of treats. Includes glossary, 
index, and interactive quizzes. Real science has never been so much fun! 

 
Singh,S. (1998). Fermat's Enigma: The Epic Quest to Solve the World's Greatest  

Mathematical Problem. Anchor Books. 
Level: High School 
Subject: Science 
xn + yn = zn, where n represents 3, 4, 5, ...no solution 
"I have discovered a truly marvelous demonstration of this proposition which this margin 
is too narrow to contain."  With these words, the seventeenth-century French 
mathematician Pierre de Fermat threw down the gauntlet to future generations.  What 

came to be known as Fermat's Last Theorem looked simple; proving it, however, became the Holy Grail of 
mathematics, baffling its finest minds for more than 350 years.  In Fermat's Enigma--based on the author's 
award-winning documentary film, which aired on PBS's "Nova"--Simon Singh tells the astonishingly 
entertaining story of the pursuit of that grail, and the lives that were devoted to, sacrificed for, and saved by 
it.  Here is a mesmerizing tale of heartbreak and mastery that will forever change your feelings about 
mathematics. 
 
Sheinkin, S. (2012). Bomb. Flash Point.  
Level: Elementary, Middle School 
Subject: Science 
In December of 1938, a chemist in a German laboratory made a shocking discovery: When 
placed next to radioactive material, a Uranium atom split in two. That simple discovery 
launched a scientific race that spanned 3 continents. In Great Britain and the United States, 
Soviet spies worked their way into the scientific community; in Norway, a commando force slipped behind 
enemy lines to attack German heavy-water manufacturing; and deep in the desert, one brilliant group of 
scientists was hidden away at a remote site at Los Alamos. This is the story of the plotting, the risk-taking, 
the deceit, and genius that created the world's most formidable weapon. This is the story of the atomic 
bomb.  

 
Sklansky, A. (2012). Out of This World: Poems and Facts about Space. Knopf  

Books for Young Readers. 
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
The mysteries of the universe and the science of space exploration are perennialy 
popular subjects, and Out of This World is a wonderful introduction. Amy Sklansky 

has written evocative poems about planets and stars and rockets and moon landings and satellites. Each 
poem is supported by additional facts and explanations in the margins. Stacey Schuett brings it all to life 
with color-soaked skies and beautiful perspectives in her fabulous paintings.   Space is a subject too grand 
for poetry or prose alone, so this book offers both to help readers truly appreciate our place in space. 
 
Spinelli, E. (2008). Rise the Moon. Arlington: NSTA Press. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
The moon enchants even the youngest scientists, and this charming and lyrical story of 
moonlit antics—from a painter taking advantage of the unique glow to a pack of wolves 
howling at the bright orb to a mother rocking her sleeping baby—is sure to pique your 
students’ interest in moon lessons. Eileen Spinelli’s lilting verse is well complemented by 
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Raúl Colón’s gorgeous, moonlight-soaked illustrations. Watercolor paintings were scraped and scratched to 
give the book a dreamy quality. 
 
Spilsbury, L. (2008). Rice. Arlington: NSTA Press. 
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
This slim nonfiction volume explains where rice comes from, how it is planted and 
grown, the differences between white and brown rice, rice’s nutritional value, and 
more—all in straightforward language that kids can understand. Glossy color photos bring the narrative to 
life, and a glossary provides additional educational value. 

 
Spinner, S. (2012). Alex the Parrot: No Ordinary Bird. Knopf. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
In 1977, graduate student Irene Pepperberg walked into a pet store and bought a year-old African 
grey parrot. Because she was going to study him, she decided to call him Alex--short for Avian 
Learning Experiment. At that time, most scientists thought that the bigger the brain, the smarter 
the creature; they studied great apes and dolphins. African greys, with their walnut-sized 

"birdbrains," were pretty much ignored--until Alex. His intelligence surprised everyone, including Irene. He learned to 
count, add, and subtract; to recognize shapes, sizes, and colors; and to speak, and understand, hundreds of words. 
These were things no other animal could do. Alex wasn't supposed to have the brainpower to do them, either. But he 
did them anyway.  Accompanied by Meilo So's stunning illustrations, Alex and Irene's story is one of groundbreaking 
discoveries about animal intelligence, hard work, and the loving bonds of a unique friendship. 
 
Stebbins, R. (2012). Connecting With Nature: A Naturalist’s Perspective.  

Arlington: NSTA Press.  
Level: Elementary, Middle School, High School 
Subject: Science 
And so begins this amazing book—an irresistible story of how one child fell in love with nature 
and your students can, too. Taking what he calls “a nature-centered worldview,” author Robert 
Stebbins blends activities, examples, and stories with his perspectives on the importance of 
dealing objectively yet compassionately with social and environmental problems. As thought-
provoking as it is charming, Connecting With Nature includes:  

• discussions of “ecological illiteracy” and the impediments that keep people, young and 
old, from bonding with nature;  

• recommendations for establishing a nature-centered educational program and encouraging interest in nature 
at home;  

• advice on doing accurate observations and field reports and understanding natural selection; and  
• a captivating array of activities to capture the attention of students of all ages: imitating animal sounds, 

quieting lizards, tracking animals, photographing birds, and playing hide and seek with owl calls.  
Even a quick glance through Connecting With Nature will make you wish you could give your students the joy of a day 
in the hills with the author. Failing that, you can use his book to instill a love of nature in your students—and rekindle 
it in yourself.  
 

Stewart, M. (2004). Air is Everywhere. Compass Point Books. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
This book encourages children to think about and explore the properties of air and 
interactions between air and matter. The text and accompanying photographs use 
examples children are likely to be familiar with. Several activities that use common 
household materials are provided. Each activity includes illustrations and an 
explanation. 
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Stockland, P.M. (2005). Red Eyes or Blue Feathers. Picture Window Books. 
Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
"What’s the best way to survive in the wild? The book opens with this question and 
then explains how an animal’s color serves as a structure for survival in its 
environment. Many animals and their habitats are described, so young readers will 
become familiar with the function of survival." 
 

Strother, R. (2011). B is for Blue Planet: An Earth Science Alphabet. Sleeping  
Bear Press.  

Level: Elementary  
Subject: Science 
Planet Earth has been home to mankind for hundreds of thousands of years and while 
scientists have learned a lot about it, they’re still unraveling many of its mysteries. B is 
for Blue Planet: An Earth Science Alphabet explains what we do know about our planet 
and what more we have to learn. Examine Earth’s diverse ecosystems (deserts), 

discover geological wonders (karst caves), learn about weather phenomena (hurricanes), and much more. 
 
Tagholm, S. (2008).  Barn Owl. Arlington: NSTA Press. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
In this artfully rendered nonfiction account of the barn owl’s life cycle, children learn 
about the hunting, mating, and nesting habits of barn owls against the surprisingly 
soothing backdrop of Bert Kitchen’s lifelike illustrations. Muted blues and warm golds 
offset the dignified birds as they hunt long-tailed field mice and protect their eggs. Barn owl facts, 
conservation information, and a short glossary enrich the story. 

 
 
Tang, G. and Briggs, Harry. (2001). The Grapes of Math. Scholastic Paperpacks.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
How is it possible to count a complicated pattern of strawberry seeds or grapes on a vine 
or camel humps -- in a blink of an eye? 
 

 
Tang, G. (2004). Math Fables: Lessons that Count. Scholastic Press. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
This is the first of two Math Fables books by Greg Tang that use verse to show how 
groups of objects (animals) can be broken down and regrouped. The simple verses 
should be easy enough for children to repeat, but some of the vocabulary (procrastinate, cooperate) may 
be a little beyond some children ages 3-6 for whom the book is intended. Still, they will enjoy encountering 
these big words in such an engaging context. Each verse concludes with a real-life "moral," such as, "They 
learned it's wise to plan ahead and always be prepared." At the end of the book, the author lists ideas for 
using and extending the mathematical decomposition of numbers. 

 
Tang, G. (2007). Math Fables Too. Scholastic Press.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
This is the second of two Math Fables books by Greg Tang that use verse to show how 
increasing numbers of objects -- animals in this case -- can be broken down and 
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regrouped. The book is beautifully illustrated by Taia Morley, and students may enjoy drawing the same 
kinds of pictures to illustrate simple number combinations. The rhyming verse is easy enough for children 
to repeat and is laced with fascinating scientific facts. Some of the science vocabulary is beyond the level of 
the mathematics addressed. The author suggests the science vocabulary is worthwhile for young children to 
hear, though reading the book themselves would be difficult for the age range intended. 

 
Tang, G. (2002). Math For All Seasons: Mind-Stretching Math Riddles. Scholastic  

Bookshelf. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
This book teaches problem solving through the use of riddles, rhymes, and colorful 
illustrations of fanciful problems based on the four seasons.  Students aged 5-8 are 
encouraged to think intuitively about numbers and to apply various counting 

strategies. There are four problem-solving techniques suggested in the riddles.  The first is to be open-
minded and consider many approaches.  The second is to think strategically by grouping numbers in ways 
that make adding easier.  A third approach that works for some problems is to add easy groups and then 
subtract off a few items to arrive at the total. A fourth technique is to look for patterns and symmetries. 
Suggestions for ways to solve each problem are provided at the end of the book. 
 
Tang, G. (2005). Math Potatoes: Mind-Stretching Brain Food. Scholastic Press. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
Another in a series of mathematically related rhyming books by Greg Tang, these 
counting riddles involve food and other visual items engagingly illustrated by Harry 
Briggs. The items to be counted are laid out in patterns that allow the reader to form 
numerical groupings that make counting larger numbers of objects easier for many students. Solutions are 
given in the back of the book, but students may come up with other ways to group and count the objects, 
leading to some lively discussions.   
 

Tang, G. (2005). Math-terpieces: The Art of Problem-Solving. Scholastic Press.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
Math-terpieces uses works of art from the Impressionists to Andy Warhol to provide 
settings for modeling the addition of numbers. The artwork and poems provide 
information about the artist and the painting.  Each poem ends with a challenge to the 
reader to find a specific number of different combinations that equal a distinct number, 

7-10.  Each number can be represented in several ways, using two or more addends. This book provides an 
excellent opportunity for children to practice composition and decomposition of numbers.  The solutions 
are shown at the end of the book along with Art Notes about the styles of painting.  What a wonderful book 
to introduce art appreciation into the mathematics classroom!  
 
Tesla, N. (2006). My Inventions: The Autobiography of Nikola Tesla. Filiquarian  

Publishing, LLC. 
Level: Elementary, Middle School 
Subject: Science 
This important title is the autobiography of Nikola Tesla. Nikola Tesla appropriately titled 
his work on his life, My Inventions, as he was one of the most important inventors and 
scientists in history. The book touches on his life and career, his first inventions, discovering the magnetic 
field, tesla coil and transformer and the manifying transmitter. There is also a chapter on the art of 
teleautomatics. This book should be read by anybody interested in the life of this important inventor and 
scientist and his important discoveries which have revolutionized the world. 
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Thimmesh, C. (2011). Friends: True Stories of Extraordinary Animals  
Friendships. Houghton Mifflin Books for Children.  

Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
What makes a camel friends with a Vietnamese pig? Or a wild polar bear pals with a 
sled dog? In this young preschool book, Catherine Thimmesh makes us wonder at the 
truth and mystery of unlikely animal friendships. Because the stories behind these 
friendships are true, not contrived, captured by photographers in many countries 
ranging from Siberia to Japan, they not only give readers insight into animals but challenge preconceived 
notions about compatibility. This book also expresses tolerance of differences and makes us look at the 
kindness of animals—and humans—a little differently. 
 

Thomas, P. (2011). For the Birds: The Life of Roger Tory Peterson. Boyds Mills  
Press. 

Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Roger Tory Peterson revolutionized the way we look at and appreciate birds, animals, 
and plants. Some kids called him "Professor Nuts Peterson" because of his dedication to 
his craft; yet he went on to create the immensely popular Peterson Guides, which have 

sold more than seven million copies, and which birders everywhere appreciate for their simple text and 
exquisite illustrations. Working closely with the Roger Tory Peterson Institute in Jamestown, New York, 
author Peggy Thomas and artist Laura Jacques have created a fascinating portrait of a global 
environmentalist with this very first children's biography of Peterson, a winner of the John Burroughs 
Nature Books for Young Readers Award. 
 
Tompert, A. (1997). Grandfather Tang’s Story. Crown Publishers, Inc.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Math 
Grandfather Tang's Story is a delightful story within a story.  Grandfather Tang arranges 
tangram pieces to illustrate the animals in the story he shares with Little Soo.  The 
tangram picture for each new character is shown as each character is introduced in the 
story. Because the tangram pieces are outlined separately in each animal figure, 
students can use problem solving and spatial visualization to replicate each puzzle. Extension activities are 
suggested at the beginning and end of the book. 
 

Viera, L. (2008). Grand Canyon: A Trail Through Time. Arlington: NSTA Press. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
The perfect complement for any lesson on weathering and erosion, Grand Canyon offers a 
day-in-the-life glimpse at one of the Natural Wonders of the World. Even as coyotes hunt for 
food along the chasm’s rim, pack mules carry tourists along the harrowing ten-mile trail to 
the Colorado riverbed, and wildflowers grow, the slow forces of nature continue to reshape 
the layers of rock as they have for hundreds of millions of years. The book also includes a 

timeline and a graphic breakdown of the layers of rock by age. 
 
Wadsworth, G. (2003). Benjamin Banneker: Pioneering Scientist. Carolrhoda  

Books.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
"A free black man in the 1700s, Benjamin Banneker was a brilliant thinker. At a time when 
clocks were very expensive, he built his own out of wood. America’s first black man of 
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science also was famous for his almanacs and his role in helping survey the streets of Washington, D.C. This 
book documents Banneker’s love of learning and desire for an end to slavery." 
 

Watson, J. and Berry, Andrew. (2004). DNA: The Secret Life. Arrow Books. 
Level: Middle, High School 
Subject: Science 
Fifty years ago, James D. Watson, then just twenty-four, helped launch the greatest ongoing 
scientific quest of our time. Now, with unique authority and sweeping vision, he gives us the first 
full account of the genetic revolution—from Mendel’s garden to the double helix to the 
sequencing of the human genome and beyond. 
Watson’s lively, panoramic narrative begins with the fanciful speculations of the ancients as to 
why “like begets like” before skipping ahead to 1866, when an Austrian monk named Gregor 

Mendel first deduced the basic laws of inheritance. But genetics as we recognize it today—with its capacity, both 
thrilling and sobering, to manipulate the very essence of living things—came into being only with the rise of molecular 
investigations culminating in the breakthrough discovery of the structure of DNA, for which Watson shared a Nobel 
prize in 1962. In the DNA molecule’s graceful curves was the key to a whole new science. 
 
Having shown that the secret of life is chemical, modern genetics has set mankind off on a journey unimaginable just a 
few decades ago. Watson provides the general reader with clear explanations of molecular processes and emerging 
technologies. He shows us how DNA continues to alter our understanding of human origins, and of our identities as 
groups and as individuals. And with the insight of one who has remained close to every advance in research since the 
double helix, he reveals how genetics has unleashed a wealth of possibilities to alter the human condition—from 
genetically modified foods to genetically modified babies—and transformed itself from a domain of pure research into 
one of big business as well. It is a sometimes topsy-turvy world full of great minds and great egos, driven by ambitions 
to improve the human condition as well as to improve investment portfolios, a world vividly captured in these pages. 
 
Facing a future of choices and social and ethical implications of which we dare not remain uninformed, we could have 
no better guide than James Watson, who leads us with the same bravura storytelling that made The Double Helix one 
of the most successful books on science ever published. Infused with a scientist’s awe at nature’s marvels and a 
humanist’s profound sympathies, DNA is destined to become the classic telling of the defining scientific saga of our 
age. 
 

Webb, S. (2011). Far from Shore: Chronicles of an Open Ocean Voyage.   
Houghton Mifflin Books for Children.  

Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
In extremely deep waters (two miles deep), the vast sea appears empty. But as 
naturalist and artist Sophie Webb shows us, it is full of fascinating—yet difficult to 
study—life. Together with her shipmates, Sophie counts and collects samples of life in 
the deep ocean, from seabirds to dolphins, from winged fish to whales. Only their long-

term field work can really help scientists determine the health of these remarkable creatures who need the 
clean deep ocean to survive. 
 
Whatley, B. (2008). That Magnetic Dog. Arlington: NSTA Press.  
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
Bruce Whatley plays with the meaning of magnetic to hilarious effect in this 
endearing story of a dog who attracts … food! On the first page, the author 
acknowledges the more traditional definition of magnetic (though young scientists 
will spot an inaccuracy in his explanation), but students will quickly recognize that 
Skitty’s relationship with food does in some ways mimic the behavior of magnets and iron materials. And 
they’ll love the playful images of the large, boxer-like dog and the food that just seems to fly to him. 
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Yezerski, TF. (2011). Meadowlands: A Wetlands Survival Story. Ferrar, Straus  

and Giroux. 
Level: Elementary 
Subject: Science 
The 20,000 acres of wetlands in New Jersey now known as the Meadowlands were once 
home to hundreds of species of plants and animals. But in the four hundred years since 
European explorers first arrived in the Meadowlands, people have dammed up, drained, 

built over, and polluted this formerly vibrant ecosystem—and all but destroyed it. Still, signs of life 
remain—under bridges, on the edges of parking lots, and beside train tracks. Slowly but surely, with help 
from activist groups, government organizations, and ordinary people, the resilient creatures of the 
Meadowlands are making a comeback, and the wetlands are recovering.  
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